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Letter from the Editor.
Dear RAFOS Members,
I will repeat some of my comments made at the AGM for the benefit of those who could not attend,
or who had already dozed off before I spoke.
First, I apologise for the lack of the RAFOS logo on the cover of the previous Newsletter. Having
prepared the Newsletter I was assured by SERCO at RAF Cranwell that they had a copy of the
logo, but they did not add it to the cover before printing. I didn’t ask the right question. Likewise I
apologise for the standard of reproduction of Julia Springett’s photographs. Since seeing the
result of converting these coloured photographs to black and white I hope I have learnt more about
‘grey scale conversion’. Gail Burnett, SERCO Graphics manager, says she can help me improve.
My first attempt at the Newsletter began on 2 Jun 11 and went to the printers on 17 Aug 11 after
251 revisions that took 3538 minutes. The final draft had 30839 words and a file size of 231 MB.
I negotiate a printing date for each issue with SERCO to fit their work schedule at RAF Cranwell.
Once this date is agreed it is fixed. I then work backwards from the printing date and give myself
enough time to produce the final draft on time. I do have other interests. The printing date
determines the deadline date, which is my LAST date for receipt of text and pictures. Anything
received after the deadline date will be held for subsequent issues. The deadline date for the
Spring 2012 issue is 7 Mar 12 and the deadline date for the Autumn 2012 issue is 7 Aug 12.
A few comments on input. Expedition leaders will have noted that our Constitution is now more
specific about any expedition that gets RAFOS financial support. “Exped leaders are expected to
submit a post-event report for publication in the Newsletter or Journal.” It will make my life
a great deal easier if all text input is e-mailed to me as a Word attachment. Don’t worry about font
style, size or format: that’s easy to sort out. PLEASE send all pictures in their original full size on
a disc, not as jpeg attachments to the e-mail as this restricts the final quality of reproduction. Don’t
embed pictures in the text. This makes a great deal of extra work for me.
Congratulations to Karen for her “Best Article” award. I have heard a few mutterings about
nepotism as Karen is my niece. I was not involved in the voting. Fran’s sister Catherine asked
Fran how come one of her pictures appeared on the previous front cover. Fran replied, “Easy, I
sleep with the editor.” I hope to include pictures from somebody else in future. Maybe that didn’t
come out quite as I meant it, but Fran isn’t here so perhaps she won’t hear about my cunning plan.
Congratulations to Dick Yates, Martin Routledge and Ken Earnshaw on their winning pictures
featured in this Newsletter. (Dick’s picture is on the front cover purely on its merit.)
Finally, PLEASE let me have more input for the Newsletter about birdwatching. The split between
the Newsletter and the RAFOS Journal has not yet been fully defined but will develop over time.
My aim is to broaden the interest of the Newsletter to include those who are still developing their
birdwatching. The RAFOS Journal is still simmering on the back burner at the moment.
Thank you to everyone who had contributed to the RAFOS Newsletter.
John Stewart-Smith
PS. I recommend that all RAFOS members read our new Constitution document. It contains some
important changes. In particular, I invite Exped Leaders to note paragraphs 30, 31 and 32 and
PLEASE submit your reports in time for publication in the Newsletter. I know who you are.
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PRESIDENT’S 2011 ADDRESS
Mr Chairman, Committee Members, Ladies and Gentlemen – good afternoon. It is good to see so
many of you here, especially given the awful weather this morning that many of you must have had
to travel through to get here. Indeed, as I drove up the M40 from Oxford I was struck by the fact as
I approached the top, just before the turn-off towards West Wycombe, that despite the thick fog the
Red Kites still seemed to be quite happy flying – they are obviously all-weather birds.
Before I say anything else I am particularly delighted to be able to welcome our Chairman, Wing
Commander Clive Watson, back from his Afghanistan adventure, and am sure that we are all
pleased that he managed to make it through the tour safely. He is now ensconced at our Joint
Service Command and Staff College at Shrivenham as a member of the Directing Staff, although I
understand that this is not turning out to be the rest tour that he had expected!
My intention for these opening words is to follow on from my last address at the EGM back in
March – as I see this meeting as very much being a continuation of that one, and the main theme
that I introduced there – with regard to the need to trust the Committee – still being highly relevant.
I shall therefore follow the same approach: beginning with a few comments about where the RAF is
at present, then RAFOS, before concluding with some personal remarks.
The outcome of the Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) is obviously well underway
now, with the Harriers pretty well disposed of to the United States, all marks of Nimrod now
grounded and consigned to history, and the Tornado GR4 fleet further reduced in size. We have
also just completed the first round of the resulting redundancy programme, as you are probably
aware, which has seen us for the first time in a long while having to make people compulsorily
redundant. This has been a trying time for all those concerned – trying to come up with a process
that was fair to both individuals and the service – and it is not over yet as further rounds are
planned, although the overall programme has slipped to some extent. And more generally it is
clear that at a departmental level the finances are still in a parlous state, and there will be more
hard decisions to make in the months ahead.
But I would not like you to think that all is doom and gloom either. The recent UK involvement in
Libya in support of United Nations Security Council Resolution 1973, or Operation ELLAMY, which
saw the RAF taking a lead, has been a striking example of what air power can achieve when used
correctly.

Those attributes of flexibility, mobility, ubiquity, timeliness and precision effect were all

demonstrated in abundance, and you should feel very proud of all those involved in what was a
hugely successful operation – as well as a timely reminder of just what the RAF brings to the UK in
terms of defence and security capability.
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Turning now to RAFOS specifically, I must begin by publically and gratefully thanking – on all of
our behalf’s – Jerry Knight for having done such a grand job of standing in as Chairman whilst
Clive was absent on operations. Indeed, I think all of the Committee deserve our thanks for their
work in taking forward some very difficult areas over the last year, and making sure that RAFOS
continues to be a great example in the field of getting the most incredible value out of every pound
raised. I am not going to mention anything about the society’s activities during the year, as I know
these will all be covered in detail during the rest of the meeting. Nonetheless, I am aware that we
have some matters of considerable substance to discuss – with the revised constitution perhaps
being key amongst these – and would ask you all to ensure that when we get into the debate, we
remember that we are all on the same side – and that we concentrate on making decisions that will
keep RAFOS relevant and viable for the foreseeable future.
On a more particular note, as some of you may be aware the last 18 months or so have been
difficult for me personally – which has also unfortunately been coincident with the start of my time
as President. In practical terms this has meant that I have simply not been able to be involved in
RAFOS activities as I would have liked, although I am confident that this will change in 2012.
However, during this difficult time I have had brought home to me the extraordinary effect that
birding can have on people. My son has recently entered his mid-teenage years, and like many
others in that age group, his communication is frequently limited to a series of monosyllabic grunts
in response to questions. I had the opportunity earlier on this year to go to the National Trust
nature reserve at Wicken Fen with my father – and my son agreed that he would like to come
along as well. My father has a few mobility issues now, and we felt a great joint triumph in
managing to get him along to (and indeed up!) the reserve’s original tower hide, where we made
ourselves comfortable in the cool early morning air with a large flask of hot chocolate for company.
We then had the most fantastic views of a Marsh Harrier, including one pass where he came within
4 or 5 metres of the hide at just below eye level – at which point I noticed that my son had returned
to being the voluble and enthusiastic individual that I remembered from pre-teen years. Birding
does seem to be a particularly effective way of breaking down barriers between people – and I am
certainly grateful to my father for having instilled in me an interest in our feathered friends at an
early age – and one that has lasted.
That is probably a good point at which to stop, as I am keen that we should move on to the main
part of the meeting – where the real value is. I should like to close therefore by reiterating my
thanks to the Committee for their extraordinary efforts over the last year, and look forward to the
usual lively debate as I hand over to the Chairman for his report.

CHAIRMAN’S 2011 REPORT
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Sir, Ladies and Gentlemen,
First, thank you for taking the time to come to this year’s AGM; without your participation
here the Society cannot progress. I should also, on your behalf, thank Colin Wearn and
the ubiquitous ‘Team Knight’ for bringing this event together; the amount of effort it actually
takes is often forgotten.
As most of you will know, I was in Afghanistan from September last year to June this year
and as such I have played almost no part in the running of the Committee and it has
largely fallen to Jerry Knights to keep things going and I can take no credit for the progress
the Committee has made in the last 14 months. But now that I have returned and now
that my family has managed to move back from the continent to the UK, I will once again
get fully involved in Committee business. Unfortunately, for me at least, this will not see
me getting out on any expeditions in the near future as my new life as a Directing Staff at
the Joint Services Command and Staff College, for at least the next 12 months, gives me
absolutely no flexibility over what time I can take off for leave.
Getting things to happen on the Committee has also been hampered by the other 2
serving members, Ian Grove and Taff Harry, both being deployed on operations in the last
12 months; such is the commitment of the RAF to operations at the moment. This means
the burden has fallen on the non-serving members to take things forward and that a couple
of initiatives, like the publication of the Journal, have had to go on the back burner for a
while.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate John Stewart-Smith for his editorship of
the last Newsletter which, I think you will all agree, has been a great production. I would
also like to publicly thank him for stepping up to the plate in replacing Dick Yates, who did
such a fine job over many years. It was a hard act to follow, but John is now well
ensconced.
I also welcome back John Wells to the Committee who has volunteered to keep our
publicity activities running on the deployment of Taff Harry; John you are a star.
So what has the Committee been up to?
First, a number of successful expeditions have taken place; I will say no more as I will be
stealing the FALO’s and, later, Dick Yates’ sandwiches.
Second, an EGM took place in March, primarily to enable funds to be released, after I took
the difficult decision to cancel last year’s AGM; thank you to those of you who supported
this event.
An action from the EGM was to review the Constitution; this has been done and today you
have the opportunity to see and debate it, prior to accepting, amending or rejecting it.
That said, I commend it to you as a well thought through piece of work.
Our relationship with the RAF College Cranwell Library has been finalised and the
arrangements to access our material appear to be working well; all at no cost to ourselves.
We should all congratulate those members who got actively involved in this project.
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Going back to the Newsletter, our arrangements with the new printers, SERCO, are
running smoothly and thus far costs seem very reasonable and the company seems
flexible.
The Committee, in an effort to replace our electronic ways of working, held its first internet
meeting earlier this year; and it worked well, thanks mainly to Jerry defining strict rules of
engagement in advance. This way of augmenting meetings was first discussed back in
2008, however we ran into technical problems, but now all committee members have
working Skype access and it is now possible. That said, this capability will not replace our
physical meetings, which were reduced in frequency in order to reduce cost a few years
ago; rather it will augment them.
So what are our main challenges over the next 12 months?
For me, the most pressing is finding members prepared to serve on the Committee. Most
of the current committee have served on the Committee for a long period without break;
some in excess of 10 years. And as you have seen, Serving Members no longer provide
a sense of stability, what with frequent operational commitments (Ian could be taken out of
the loop again next year because of the Olympics) and with at least 2 more rounds of
redundancy to get through. So I call on all members to consider volunteering for a stint; it
is not a closed shop and it can be quite enjoyable.
Second, commercial sponsorship is becoming more of a challenge. For the moment at
least we have lost our Air BP pot of gold and we are having to reinvigorate our relationship
with ASIG who have been very generous in the past. If you have any commercial contacts
who could be potential sponsors of expeditions or other activities please let us know.
Thirdly, I wish more members would seek to take part in our expedition and field activity
programme. Quite often it is the same old faces. Again, there are no closed shops and
all expedition and activity leaders will welcome new faces; lack of experience or birding
skill is not a bar. Hopefully the programme for 2012, which Jerry will run through soon,
will attract some new faces.
My final concern is membership numbers which have fallen quite dramatically in the last
year, probably due to our subscription fee increase. As at October, we had just 112
properly paid up members, down 70 from this time last year. That said, we remain
financially viable. If our subtle proposed change in membership criteria passes your
scrutiny today, I look to all members to engage with suitable non-RAFOS birding friends
about the unique opportunities the Society can provide.
After the formal meeting business has finished Dick Yates will give us a talk on our last
Cyprus Expedition and then I am really looking forward to Dickie Duckett’s presentation on
his travels. This will be followed by our usual Book Auction, please dig deep; however,
the ever generous Mike and Sue are not here, so Dick will take charge of this.
Time now for me to sit down and let Madam Secretary push on with the rest of the
Agenda.
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THE CITATION
FRANK WALKER AWARD 2011 – GP CAPT J C KNIGHTS RAF (Retd).

Someone more dedicated to ensuring the Society plays a significant role in ornithological conservation based activities in
the United Kingdom and to finding ways for Society members to take part would be hard to find. Group Captain Jerry
Knights, has been selected to be this year’s Frank Walker Award recipient.
As FALO for more than 5 years he has kept our diverse expedition programme on track, providing encouragement and
sage advice to the various expedition leaders. Prior to this he had been our Chairman and oversaw a significant change
in our focus whilst at the same time coping with a decline in the traditional support provided by the Royal Air Force.
In addition to purely his FALO duties he has most effectively led the team responsible for reorganising our library which
had frankly festered for a number of years and was too large and underutilised. He took on the necessary detailed
negotiations with the RAF College Cranwell library staff and we now have a well controlled and tight historical record of
our activities, which I am pleased to say, thanks mainly to his efforts, is starting to be accessed and which has already
raised a small amount of money for our coffers.
He has also been actively involved in the Society’s contribution to the national Breeding Atlas survey project since 2008.
In that time he has been a key participant in 4 separate expeditions to cover gaps in BTO coverage. Moreover, last year
the Islay team also got involved. Because of this RAFOS participation the Survey will be a more accurate record and we
can expect mention in the Survey when it is finally published. None of this would have happened without his constant
involvement, encouragement and leadership.
In addition to all of this, he has acted as the de facto Committee Chairman in all my periods of absence; the last one of
which saw him taking charge for more than 10 months. In that time he orchestrated a successful EGM, he ran the first
Committee meeting via the internet and he oversaw a major redraft of the Society’s Constitution for consideration by the
membership. No job has been too difficult for him and we should all be grateful for his long term involvement in
Committee and his innate and unselfish desire to see the Society flourish for the benefits of its members.
(Jerry’s eyes are closed because he spent all the previous night chasing goats!)
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BIRD ATLAS 2007-11
The following is a précis of a piece published in the “BTO Annual Review 2011.” Dawn Balmer and
Simon Gillings reflect on what must be among the biggest atlas projects yet undertaken.
Planning for the production of Bird Atlas 2007-11 began as long ago as 2003 when BTO,
BirdWatch Ireland (BWI) and the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club (SOC) got together to agree on
levels of collaboration and to formulate their plans. None of this would have been possible without
the BTO network of Regional Representatives and Atlas Organisers, the support of BWI and SOC
branches and the thousands of volunteers who contributed time and effort.
BTO supported the local bird groups that organised tetrad (2x2 km squares) atlases alongside Bird
Atlas 2007-11. Over 40 local atlas projects are underway and these have certainly benefited the
national Atlas by providing keen volunteers and bird club records to add to the BTO database.
Many of the local projects will finish at the same time as the national Atlas but BTO will continue to
support those that will be running for an extra year or two.
The complementary methods of ‘Roving Records’ and ‘Timed Tetrad Visits’ have worked well to
achieve comprehensive species lists for all 10km squares. Not only has the minimum coverage of
8 tetrads per 10km square been achieved, but a staggering 177,000 timed visits have been carried
out in over 47,000 tetrads to give a detailed picture of relative abundance of species.
The excellent coverage is a reflection of the dedication of volunteers across Britain and Ireland,
supplemented by some professional help, expeditions and RSPB sabbatical staff. Special mention
should be made of the Army Ornithological Society who trekked to the Isle of Jura twice and
walked some of the most inhospitable terrain to make timed counts, and also of the Royal Air
Force Ornithological Society who made numerous trips to Scotland, in winter and the breeding
season, to cover remote areas for roving and timed counts. The species richness map for winter
shows there is often little reward, in terms of numbers of species recorded, for those who make a
tremendous effort to visit some of the more remote areas, though stunning scenery and good
exercise may compensate. The species richness map, based on the number of species recorded
in a 10km square in winter, shows the higher species richness to be in the lowland areas of Britain
and Ireland with hotspots around much of the coastline.
All fieldwork for the Atlas was completed by the end of the 2011 breeding season. BTO then have
to check records, analyse data and write chapters and species accounts for the book. BTO thank
everyone who has contributed time, money and expertise to Bird Atlas 2007-11.
I’m sure that many RAFOS members are looking forward to studying the results of this
monumental piece of research.
A few statistics to finish:
Over 6 million casual records were submitted to Bird Atlas 2007-11 through casual records or
through BirdTrack
A total of 567 species were recorded across the 3,858 10km squares in Britain and Ireland.
The highest number of species recorded in one 10km square during the breeding season was 152
species in TM46, a coastal area of Suffolk in Eastern England. I wonder if they have a windmill
there?
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ROCK SOLID EXPERIENCE
By Rob King
(Pictures by John Stewart-Smith)

Griffon over Gib

March, April and May are months that I rate very highly. The last throes of winter have
gone and spring migrants are flooding into the country and practically jumping up and
down in fine breeding attire saying “look at me”. A key entry in the spring diary is the
RAFOS Burnham Overy Windmill weekend. This North Norfolk extravaganza is always
great fun and the birds are generally as good as the company, though never as loud as the
snoring. However, every now and then I don’t manage to make it to the windmill. Why on
earth not, what could possibly be the excuse? Well, the answer starts nearly a decade ago
and over 1000 miles further south.
My first contact with RAFOS was in April 2002. I was a student and had saved up enough
money to take two weeks off from my PhD project to experience bird migration in Gibraltar.
I’d first visited this postage stamp sized outpost of Britain the year earlier when I’d stayed
in a hotel in town and made the daily trek on foot up the Rock to the bird observatory at
Jews Gate. The Jews Gate observatory is run by the Gibraltar Ornithological and Natural
History Society (GONHS), pronounced “gons” when said out loud. I’m proud to be a
member and supporter of GONHS as well as having RAFOS membership. Take a look at
the GONHS website and you’ll quickly begin to appreciate just what a special place
Gibraltar is for nature.
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Resident “Rock Ape” birdwatchers at Gibraltar
In spring 2002 I had booked in to the observatory so that I’d be right at the action without the need for the leg
action at the beginning and end of each day. My hopes were dashed when I learnt that a bunch of flyboys
calling themselves RAFOS had usurped me from the observatory and shunted me (up the rock fortunately) a
mile or more to the old officers quarters at Bruces Farm. The Jews Gate obs really is the centre of the action
(at least in spring) and in my opinion you can’t really birdwatch effectively on Gibraltar without being within
sight of the thing. Thus I soon came into contact with some chaps named Blair, Springett, Orme, Tithecott,
Candelin et al. I quickly learnt that they were a bunch of pretty damn decent guys and top class
birders/ringers/moth-ers/cooks. The RAFOS team took me under their wing with a kindness and generosity
that I’ve been grateful for ever since. They suggested that I join the society as a civilian member on my
return to the UK. That GibEx02 expedition was a fantastic success both from a RAFOS and a personal
perspective but isn’t the focus of this account. I point interested readers to Mike Blair’s report in newsletter
#74. The point of this article is to fill you in on why I’ve returned to Gibraltar in seven of the nine years since
(and regret not visiting in those two missing years) and why, when such visits clash on the calendar, I can’t
make it to the windmill.
The Springetts have written several good articles about passerines and ringing at Gibraltar, but alas I’m not a
ringer. For anyone who’s met me for more than half a second, you’ll be aware that I have a bit of a passion
for raptors. As such, my eyes have a tendency to constantly scan the nearest fen/hilltop/forest in the hope
that a harrier/buzzard/sparrowhawk will pop up into view. Gibraltar is an outstanding location for seeing birds
of prey during the migration seasons. I’ve heard that autumn is better in terms of sheer numbers, but I prefer
spring because the birds are lower and more eager to be on the move. Plus you seem to get a wider range
of species, especially in late April/early May. It’s the variety that makes life interesting. You never quite know
what the next bird might be and it’s fun trying to guess! (If you’ve a beer resting on the answer, you ought to
play it safe and guess either Black Kite, Honey Buzzard or Booted Eagle).
For those who have not birdwatched at Gibraltar, a short orientation is probably required. The Jews Gate
observatory sits part of the way up the rock at the southern end. It looks out over a series of flat terraces, the
most visible of which is a military training ground and called “Windmill Flats”. The windmill doesn’t exist
anymore, unfortunately the “flats” do now exist – someone got permission to build an ugly tower block right in
the way and we’re now forever losing good birds behind the damn thing (“Hang on, was that a Monty’s?
Blast. It’s gone behind the building.”).
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To the west you look out across the bay towards the Spanish coast as it winds westwards to Tarifa (out of
sight). To the south, across the Strait of Gibraltar the view is dominated by Jebel Musa, a mountain in
Morocco. Jebel Musa and the Rock of Gibraltar were called the two Pillars of Hercules, standing guard on
either side of the straits and supposedly marking the end of the “known world”. This story is celebrated by a
bronze “monument” which stands just below the observatory and is visited in daylight hours by a constant
stream of tourists who generally want their picture taken in front of it. During the hours of darkness, it’s often
used as a perch by the resident Tawny Owl (Ringers out there: this is a wise old owl and HAS never and
WILL never be caught, no matter how long you play that tape!).

Raptor flyways at Gibraltar are dominated by the wind. In essence, most raptors will try to cross from Africa
at the shortest point, heading for Tarifa. However, it’s about a ten mile crossing, so if there’s any amount of
crosswind, they won’t end up at Tarifa, but east or west, depending upon the strength/direction of the wind.
To get good numbers of raptors over Gibraltar, you need a fair dosing of westerly. A south westerly is best. A
nor’wester will do, but the birds end up higher when they get to you. This is because any thermals that
formed over the Spanish hills get displaced out to sea. The birds find these (HOW?!) and thermal up
skywards. It can be quite bizarre seeing a flock of Black Kites or Honey Buzzards thermalling over open sea
until they’re just pin pricks against the heavens.
A northerly wind can be frustrating (and often surprisingly cold), birds gaining great height as they enter
Europe. I recall one day of northerlies watching Short-toed Eagles zooming north ABOVE the clouds, you
had to pick them up in the patches of blue sky between the clouds. We tried to keep count but many must
have slipped through unnoticed. Montagu’s Harriers are a bird that seem to thrive on northerly winds,
slipping northwards with considerable ease and grace into the headwind. A wind with any easterly
component in it is very bad for the raptor lover. Whilst it’s not impossible for the odd bird to make it to
Gibraltar, you’ll be lucky if you get above double figures in a day. Better hope the ringers get something
colourful in the nets, or that you’ve a good book to read.

I generally visit Gibraltar with a few friends. We try to go
for two weeks to give the best chance of having some
decent winds. In the inevitable days of easterly
conditions, we’re a bit lazy (apart from the ringers, for
whom it’s a constant workout negotiating near vertical
net rides), strolling around looking for butterflies, taking
hours to slowly check through the moth trap, or just
chatting away in the sunshine watching the world go by.
There’s always plenty of ship activity to watch in the bay
and straits, especially with the Iraq/Afghanistan/Libya
conflicts. For such times a good game is guess-thenation for destroyers, cruisers and such (if beer riding on
it, say US Navy). If easterlies persist for several days at
time then the classic symptoms begin to appear –
restlessness, a constant urge to turn on the radio and
listen to any long range weather forecast in the hope that
westerlies will return. We’re even driven to seawatching
instead.
Over the years I’ve had my fair share of easterly
conditions, but you soon forget when a good day of
south westerly winds comes along.
A trawl through my records shows that I’ve seen well
over 37000 birds of prey migrating over Gibraltar, of 24
different species (and counting – I haven’t seen any
Aquilas yet!). I won’t describe them all, but here are
some extracts from days that stand out in the memory. Perhaps they’ll inspire someone to enjoy this
spectacular experience for themselves.
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Sunday 28 April 2002 (GibEx02)
A good day of watching raptors from the observatory. Saw and heard 16 Bee-eaters passing over as well.
Went down to Europa Point for a spot of seawatching with Peter Leaver and Simon Dennis in the afternoon.
We saw a Whinchat (on land, obviously), several Puffins, a Shag and some raptors arriving very low over the
sea – Black Kites and a superb pale morph Booted Eagle that was so low you felt you could jump up and
catch it. Whilst sea watching we missed a Red Kite at the observatory – and the guys wound us up about it
when we returned. However, any disappointment was short lived as I picked up a Black Vulture arriving with
a group of 9 Griffon Vultures and it proceeded to sail right over our heads.
Saw 11 species of raptors - not including resident Peregrines which were constantly on display all day:
640 Black Kite, 31 Booted Eagles, 21 Honey Buzzards, 3 Sparrowhawks, a Hobby, a Kestrel, 2 Marsh
Harriers, 26 Short-toed Eagles, 5 Egyptian Vultures, 11 Griffon Vultures and the Black Vulture.
st

Wednesday 1 May 2002 (GibEx02)
The first time that I’ve seen over 1000 birds of prey in one day. My grand total was 1032.
888 Black Kites, 45 Booted Eagles, 39 Honey Buzzards, 33 Short-toed Eagle, 10 Egyptian vultures, 4
Hobby, 2 Osprey, 2 Common Kestrels, a Marsh Harrier. Plus the local Peregrines.
Bank Holiday Monday 2

nd

May 2005

Westerly winds with high cloud. Thunder and lightning moving across the Straits. A great day of raptor
passage – first time I’ve seen over 1000 birds of prey of one species in a day - today I saw 2202 Black Kites!
Also 701 Honey Buzzards, 9 Booted Eagles, 8 Sparrowhawks, a Lesser Kestrel, Common Kestrel, 5 Marsh
Harriers, a Montagu’s Harrier, 21 Short-toed Eagles, 66 Griffon Vultures and an Egyptian Vulture. Total
3016, not including resident Peregrines – in the evening we went to see the seventh pair of Peregrines to set
up home on The Rock.
th

Wednesday 4 May 2005
I thought that Monday was good with the
Black Kites, well today was even better.
Today it was the Honey Buzzards that
were out in force, all 2936 of them.
Variety of other raptors was outstanding,
we could not have wished for a better
selection. 14 Species (not including the
resident Peregrines). Three kite species
- I saw my first ever Black-shouldered
Kite (rare on passage), my first Red Kite
in Gibraltar and 371 Black Kites. Three
vulture species - my second ever Black
Vulture, 3 Egyptian and 38 Griffon
Vultures.
71 Short-toed Eagles, 58
Booted Eagles, 3 Marsh Harriers, 3
Sparrowhawks, one Osprey, 3 Hobby
and a Common Kestrel. 3491 migrant
birds of prey
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Tuesday 29 April 2008
Westerly winds again. A very international feel to raptor watching today and some great banter back and
forth. Birders from Gibraltar, England, Germany, Canada and Denmark. Bird species of the day was
definitely Hobby – someone found one shooting through like a bullet and then someone else found another.
Then everyone seemed to want to find one and before we knew it we’d seen 15 of them. Also 2 Common
Kestrels, 87 Black Kite, 13 Sparrowhawks, 67 Honey Buzzards, 27 Booted Eagles, 8 Short-toed Eagles, a
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nice Common Buzzard (declining on passage here – presumably more and more are staying put in Europe
over the winter), 9 Marsh Harriers, a single female Montagu’s Harrier and an Egyptian Vulture.
st

Saturday 1 May 2010
Short-toed Eagles are one of my favourite birds of all time. Today I saw almost 100 of them. Sadly we
finished just short, on 92, but when combined with the 100 Booted Eagles, it was a pretty special day. A
melanistic Montagu’s Harrier came through - one of the most beautiful birds imaginable and so elegant. Also
712 Black Kite, 19 Sparrowhawks, 54 Honey Buzzard, an Osprey, 8 Hobby, 3 Common Kestrel, 7 Marsh
Harriers, 2 ‘standard’ Montagu’s Harriers, 4 Egyptian Vultures and 76 Griffons.

Sunday 2

nd

May 2010

A good bunch of raptor lovers watching today, lots of nationalities – Gibraltarian, English, German, South
African and Canadian. Westerly winds but initially it was a pretty slow day – too much northerly influence to
the wind. However, everything changed at 6:20pm when the winds changed slightly and someone in Africa
turned on a hosepipe of Honey Buzzards. They seemed to be everywhere. At least 1664 Honey Buzzards
passed in the 3 hours before dark – an average of a bird every 6.5 seconds! They approached on a broad
front, high, low and head-on. We had to divide up the sky between multiple recorders whilst someone else
wrote down the numbers. Some continued to move when it was virtually dark. We saw all types of colour
morphs, from the completely black ones, through brown, sandy and the lovely pale white ones whose barring
is so elegant.
Totals for the day were 2595 birds of prey of which 2092 were Honey Buzzards, 369 Black Kite, 45 Booted
Eagle, 36 Short-toed Eagles, 30 Sparrowhawks, 2 Osprey, 9 Hobby, a Lesser Kestrel, 3 Common Kestrels, a
Marsh Harrier, 5 Griffon Vultures and 2 Egyptian Vultures.
th

Tuesday 4 May 2010
Calm at dawn with great visibility and clear air. Winds turned north-westerly and raptors started crossing. The
Honey Buzzard hosepipe was again at full force, spraying a stream of them over The Rock. They were still
passing after the sun had set – one landed in an olive tree by the monument after dark. A resident Peregrine
falcon attacked a Short-toed Eagle. Fortunately the eagle was alert and took avoiding action; however the
falcon’s talons made contact and sent a puff of eagle feathers flying. Very glad that it survived – I remember
seeing a Peregrine bring down a Short-toed Eagle in such a manner the first time I visited Gibraltar. Of the
2838 raptors seen today, the best has to be a melanistic Montagu’s Harrier – outstanding!
2344 Honey Buzzards, 466 Black Kite, 7 Sparrowhawks, 4 Hobby, an Osprey, a Lesser Kestrel, 1 Common
Kestrel, 4 Booted Eagles, 4 Marsh Harriers, the melanistic Montagu’s Harrier, 2 Short-toed Eagles, 2
Egyptian Vultures and a Griffon Vulture.
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Sunday 27 March 2011
A film crew from S4C (Welsh television) were filming today at the obs. Iolo Williams (add him to your list of
famous Welsh folk) was there, the second time that he’s turned up whilst I’ve been at the obs. It was good to
catch up with him and remind him of times in spring 2003 when a Griffon Vulture regurgitated its stomach
contents over him whilst they were trying to film it being released. Sadly he and the film crew had to leave
before the raptors had really kicked off. That was a real shame, not only for the loss in banter but also
because we had an outstanding day of passage with FOUR Harrier species. My first ever Pallid Harrier (the
ninth or so for Gibraltar), a superb adult male flew low over Windmill hill.
As if that wasn’t enough, a Lanner put in an appearance too.
It’s not often that you get to see a flock of Sparrowhawks but today I saw just that, several times. Booted
Eagles were stars of the show too.
Totals for the day were 177 Sparrowhawks, 353 Black Kites, 201 Booted Eagles, 56 Short-toed Eagles, 37
Marsh Harriers, 16 Montagu’s Harriers, a female Hen Harrier, the male Pallid Harrier, 2 Osprey, 5 Common
Kestrels, the Lanner and 5 Griffon Vultures.
th

Tuesday 29 March 2011
Our run of good harrier, hawk and eagle passage continues.
Today we invented a new word – the Bosprey. This consists of an Osprey and a Booted Eagle travelling in
close proximity. One person sees one of the pair and calls it as such. Someone else then tries to get on to
the same bird and picks up the second bird of the pair. Neither observer realise that there is more than one
bird and an argument ensues as to why it’s an Osprey or Booted Eagle, as the case may be. Meanwhile,
observer #3 (who’s just made the tea) arrives and is thoroughly confused by the whole affair. He/she lifts
bins and finds a third bird, which is clearly a Marsh Harrier.
7 confirmed Ospreys passed today (plus who knows how many Bospreys).
Booted Eagle numbers continue to impress – today we counted at least 350 of them. As usual, the vast
majority were pale morphs. These go down as “BEL”s in the book – “Booted Eagle Light”, rather than “BED”
for “Booted Eagle Dark”. Anyone overhearing our conversations could be rather confused as we tend to utter
sentences such as “Two BELS at three o’clock high, another BEL over the Mosque and a BED approaching
the flagpole.”
I know we sometimes flag a bit in the sun after lunch at times, but that’s taking it too far..
Sparrowhawks continue to pass in numbers and indeed loose flocks – 128 of them today. Whilst we “only”
saw three harrier species today, they did include 3 Hen Harriers, 43 Marsh and 23 Montagu’s.
Rounding off the totals were 23 Common Kestrels, 1 Kestrel species (possibly a Lesser Kestrel), 2 Hobby,
220 Black Kite, an impressive 42 Short-toed Eagles and 8 Egyptian Vultures.
Tempting? Oh and I forgot to mention the Black Storks, Orphean Warblers, Red-necked Nightjars, Pied
Flycatchers, Golden Orioles, Scops Owls, Ortolan Buntings and Trumpeter Finch. Maybe next time. Well,
you’ll know where I’ll be next spring.

(NOTE: For anyone with a particular interest in the area I recommend “The Birds of the Strait of Gibraltar” by
Clive Finlayson published by T & AD Poyser London 1992 ISBN 0-85661-066-6. PS An Eagle Owl has
recently taken up residence on the Rock. Ed.)
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YOU THINK YOU LIKE TUNA??
CHRISTMAS ISLAND ‘BIRD & NATURE WEEK 2011’
By Dick Yates
So, what do you know about Christmas Island? No, not the one in the Pacific that the British Government,
ably assisted by RAF Bomber Command, made glow in the dark all those years ago, but the one in the
Indian Ocean, some 360Km south of Java which, along with the Cocos and Keeling Islands, that is an
Australian Protectorate.
It has been in the news recently because of the refugee
detention centre that the Australian Government has
established there and the boat load of refugees that was
wrecked during bad weather on the coast in December last
year killing 27 people. Refugee immigration is a very thorny
political problem for the Australians, nobody knows quite what
to do about it and there appear to be no ‘right’ answers. But
that’s another subject altogether and well outside the scope of
this piece.

How on earth did you get involved in a Bird & Nature week on
a lump of coral in the middle of the Indian Ocean when you
live in Gloucestershire? I hear you ask. Well, it is a long story
full of coincidences and happenschances and not worth going
into right now: suffice it to say that Daphne and I found
ourselves there from 25 Aug to 9 Sep 2011 in order to attend
this particular event; and very interesting it was too.
But first a bit about Christmas Island itself. If you have an image of a tropical island - palm trees, miles of
golden sand and coral lagoons teeming with colourful fish – forget it!! CI is a lump of limestone, old coral,
pushed up out of the sea by geological forces to about 300m above sea level with precipitous and jagged
cliffs. The Island is just under 20km long by 15km wide, a land area of roughly 135 sq km, and over 60% of
it is a National Park with large areas of primary monsoon rainforest. Its isolation and minimal human
disturbance has led to a high degree of endemism amongst its flora and fauna. The human population is
about 1500, made up of roughly 70% Chinese, 20% European and 10% Malay. The main - nay only industry, other than refugees, is phosphate mining. The phosphates originate from dead marine organisms;
not guano as in many parts of the world, and has been going on for many years. Generally, mining is not the
most ecologically friendly activity and on CI it is no exception. However, recent agreements between the
mine owners and the government have led to quite widespread rehabilitation work in areas where extraction
has finished and today a great deal more effort has to be made to make operations more ecologically friendly
when negotiating new mining leases.
For the average sun, sand and sangria tourist CI has little to recommend it as a holiday destination; there are
virtually no beaches and swimming is very dangerous off the coral rocks all around the coast – and long may
it stay that way. However, the flora and fauna are very interesting for the more specialised tourist and for the
birdwatcher this week was a lot more than just a few days ticking off birds on our check lists.
th

Lisa, the local manager for Island Explorer Holidays, organised the event, which was in its 8 year, and the
2011 party consisted of 32 people, all bar Daphne and me being Aussies. We were divided into groups of 8
and transported round the island in small 4WD vehicles – 2 per group. The week was greatly enhanced by
the 4 experts who had been arranged to guide the groups through the various aspects of island wildlife and
ecology and who gave evening presentations.
The guides were:
Tim Low, a biologist and author of several books, who writes regularly for Wingspan, the official magazine of
BirdLife Australia, and he recently wrote a feature for Australian Geographic about Christmas Island.
Dr Janos Hennicke, a specialist in the ecology of sea birds and who is currently running a study programme
into Abbott’s, Brown and Red-footed Boobies on Christmas Island.
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Mark Holdsworth, has been studying and managing Tasmania’s wildlife for many years, and has been
particularly involved in the Orange-bellied Parrot recovery plan. He is also conducting a study into the
ecology of the Christmas Island Goshawk.
Dr Nic Dunlop, an animal ecologist and conservationist who, from 1984-86 worked as conservation officer for
the mining operation on CI and in 1987 carried out a survey of the ‘Golden Bosunbird’ for Parks Australia.
He currently works for the Conservation Council of Western Australia.
These then were our specialist guides, and each group spent a day with each of them. Of the remaining 2
days, day 1 was an orientation day where we drove round the Island getting acquainted with the road system
and seeing the various habitats, noting the mining operations and especially the ‘crab fences’, of which more
later. We also saw quite a few of the resident bird species. The middle day was spent on an excursion to
either Dolly Beach (a fairly easy walk) or Hosnie’s Spring (a little more arduous). Dolly Beach is very pretty
but no good for swimming due to the strong currents. On the other hand, Hosnie’s Spring is not much to
look at but is a very interesting place.
A designated RAMSAR Site within the CI National Park, it is where permanent freshwater streams emerge
from the base of a cliff on an uplifted marine terrace. The springs form a wetland that supports a unique
stand, thought to have been established 120,000 years ago, of some of the largest and oldest mangroves
(Bruguiera gymnorhiza and B. sexangular). Several endemic birds and rare, restricted or vulnerable crab
species occur in the wetland. Not discovered until recently, humans have had little impact on this site.
Right, that’s enough about Christmas Island, you can Google it if you really want to know more – but what
about the birds?
Perhaps the bird that everyone wants to see is the ‘Golden Bosunbird’. This is a golden morph of the widely
distributed White-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon lepturus fulvus and is unique to Christmas Island; in fact, about
80-90% of the White-tailed Tropicbirds on CI are golden morphs. These birds are very difficult to get a
decent photograph of and don’t come out well in black and white.
The Abbott’s Booby Papasula abbotti, is the rarest of all the boobies, the latest census estimated approx
3,000 pairs, and CI is now the last remaining breeding site for this large bird. Its long, slender wings and
gliding flight resemble an albatross and the black tail, black topped wings and larger size distinguish it from
the more common Red-footed Booby. It does not reach sexual maturity until it is about 3 years old and stays
close to the natal area for the first 18 months or so. Hence these birds do not breed annually and have a
relatively slow reproductive rate; to counteract this they are long lived, approx 40 years. Their precarious
looking nests are built on the top lateral branches of tall trees on the CI plateau and most of their breeding
habitat is now protected within the Christmas Island National Park.

Abbott’s Booby on Nest

Marie Lister
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Now this is where the tuna come in. No, they don’t eat tuna, but they do eat the same prey fish as tuna.
These are fairly shallow diving birds and normally the prey species are too deep for them to reach. The
tuna, during their hunting activities, drive the prey fish towards the surface and into the dive range of the
boobies. The drastic reduction in the tuna population of the region, caused by extensive over-fishing, is
having a significant impact on the feeding habits of the Abbott’s Booby further endangering an already
endangered species. This is the bird towards which much of Dr Janos Hennicke’s study efforts are directed
and we had a fascinating day with him hearing about his project.
The other 2 species of Booby found on CI are the Red-footed Booby Sula sula rubripes, and the Brown
Booby Sula leucogaster plotus. Both are common with approx 12,000 and 5-7,000 breeding pairs
respectively. They both nest communally, the Red-footed in trees and the Brown on the ground, and both
rear a single chick, although the Brown will often lay 2 eggs. Both species are fairly tame, the Brown
particularly so, and can be approached to quite close range, making them great photographic subjects.
However, the Red-footed, nesting and roosting in trees provides a bit of a challenge to get really good shots.
Brown Booby breeds all year round and the Red-footed generally breed from Mar to Sep. Unlike the
Abbott’s Booby, which often stays out at sea overnight, the CI races of both these species return to land
each evening to roost. This means that, in general, they forage closer to land, however, in common with the
Abbott’s, the foraging success of both species is affected by the reduction in tuna numbers. The moral of the
story: “If you like seabirds don’t eat tuna”.

Red-footed Booby

Marie Lister

Adult Red-footed Booby. For most of the year the sexes are identical, but during the breeding season the
males develop a pale lime-green tinge to the base of the blue beak and facial skin.
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Brown Booby and chick

Dick Yates

Three species of Frigatebird are found on CI. Great Frigatebird Fregata minor listeri, has a wide tropical
distribution and breeds on remote islands; the CI population is about 3,300 breeding pairs. Lesser
Frigatebird Fregata ariel, also has a widespread tropical distribution and is a fairly recent colonist to CI. At
present there are only about 20-30 breeding pairs. Christmas Island Frigatebird Fregata andrewsi,.is the
world’s rarest frigatebird and is listed as vulnerable. It nests only on CI and has a population of about 1,200
breeding pairs.
The male CI Frigatebird has a white belly, the breast and throat area is mostly taken up by the red throat
sack used during mating displays. The female can be distinguished by the white belly and breast with only
the throat black.
The adult male Great Frigatebird is all black and the adult female has a white throat, breast and belly. The
juvenile has an orange/brown head and under-parts and gradually develops its adult plumage over its first 4
years.
Adult female Great Frigatebird.

Hand reared at the Park Ranger station. She is
completely free to come and go, she just returns
regularly for a free feed of fish and to entertain the
likes of our group.

Dick Yates
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The third Frigatebird, Lesser Frigate, was quite hard to find at that time of year. There are not many of them
and they have a fairly restricted breeding season on CI, roughly Apr to Jul, which made tracking one down a
bit tricky. We eventually found one at the almost defunct ‘Christmas Island Resort and Casino’ where it was
drinking from the swimming pool along with a group of Great Frigates.

Lesser Frigatebird

Dick Yates

Not the best picture in the world but it does show the white flash in the ‘underarm’, the distinguishing feature
of this otherwise all-black bird.
My last ‘interesting fact’ about Frigatebirds is that they are not waterproof! If they fall in the water they are in
great danger of becoming waterlogged and drowning. A bit of a design fault in a bird that spends its life over
the sea I would have thought.
I have mentioned the White-tailed Tropicbird (Golden Bosun), the other species on CI is the Red-tailed
Tropicbird Phaethon rubricauda, or Silver Bosunbird as it is known locally. Somewhat larger than the Golden
Bosun, the Silver is an all white bird apart from its bright red bill and tail streamers and black shafts to its
outer primaries. Less common than its relative, some 1,400 breeding pairs, they breed almost all year
round, nesting on the ground under ledges or bushes close to the sea, laying a single egg in a shallow
scrape. We spent a fascinating morning with Nic Dunlop ringing several adults and young on the cliffs near
the settlement.
A White-tailed Tropicbird (white morph) had chosen to nest in a hollow tree approx 1m off the ground right
beside the jetty, a group of well used picnic tables and the main road. Also, it was a true pair of white
morphs as they change sitting duties every other day and we monitored the nest every day. There was
always a white bird sitting. We heard after we got to Australia that it had successfully hatched a chick.
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Red-tailed Tropicbird (Silver Bosun) photographed from near Flying Fish Cove with the cliffs rising up to the
plateau in the background.

Red-tailed Tropicbird

Chris Tate

Of the Christmas Island seabirds there just remains the Common or Brown Noddy Anouis stolidus. This is
the smallest of the seabirds found on CI and has a breeding population of approx 5,000 pairs. Most are
migratory, coming to the island to breed from Apr to Sep. However, there seems to be a small sedentary
colony on the north coast that breeds between Nov and Mar.
There are 2 herons found regularly on the Island. Eastern Reef Egret Egretta sacra, and White-faced Heron
Egretta novaehollandiae. Both are widely distributed throughout the region and both are suspected of
breeding but very few nests have ever been found mainly I suspect through lack of looking. It is difficult to
estimate numbers but there are upwards of 100 birds of each species on CI. In addition to these 2 there is
one other resident ‘wader’, White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis phoenicuris. Thought to have colonised CI
in the early 90s there are now an estimated 20 breeding pairs. They are very secretive and despite a couple
of hours looking for them at the island rubbish tip, a favourite haunt apparently, we failed to see one. Before
moving on to the land birds, we did see 3 migrant waders Glossy Ibis, a Common Sandpiper and one Blackwinged Stilt, none of which stayed for long.
At approx 40cms in length and weighing about 700 grams, the Christmas Island Imperial Pigeon Ducula
whartoni, is a seriously big pigeon. An Island endemic, it is common to abundant on the rainforest plateau,
coastal terraces and around the settled areas and we saw it every day. He is purple/grey in colour with
rufous undertail coverts and in the sun he has a gorgeous green and purple metallic sheen. He has a black
bill and a vivid orange iris with a black pupil. Considering its abundance little seems to be known about the
species. There is no accurate estimate of numbers, and the evidence is that the birds nest during the wet
season, mainly from Nov-Apr. They build the usual scruffy, pigeon type nests in the canopy and understorey in the forests of the plateau, laying 2-3 eggs.

The Christmas Island Goshawk Accipiter Hiogaster natalis, is probably the most interesting of the CI land
birds. A distinctive and endemic subspecies of the Variable Goshawk of SE Asia, and quite possibly in line
for full species status in the future, this bird is listed as endangered, with only about 300 individuals present.
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Currently, it is the subject of a study by Mark Holdsworth, one of our guides, and we spent a fascinating day
trying to catch one or more for ringing and taking biometric data. Our team didn’t manage to catch one but 2
of the other groups did. The catching method is, I believe, unique. The birds regularly perch on trees close
to the roads and the capture technique is to drag a lure, a ginger coloured cuddly toy about the size of a
hamster, on 50m of string behind a vehicle.

Christmas Island Goshawk

Dick Yates

Apparently, the birds can’t resist swooping down and catching the lure. The most fascinating part is that
once on the lure they are quite unafraid and are easy to approach and capture.
Another endemic bird of prey is the Christmas Island Hawk-Owl Ninox natalis. It is the only owl recorded on
CI and is listed as vulnerable with an estimated 500 pairs present. About the size of a pigeon, tawny orange
above and barred below, this is a very vocal species and males and females can frequently be heard
engaging in duets. Its call is very similar to the Southern and Brown Boobook Owls of Australia and SE Asia,
to which it is closely related. We heard this chap most evenings calling from trees near where we were
staying but we only caught sight of him twice. Once on the night walk specifically to look for it and once in
the light of a street-lamp flying from the tree in which he had been calling only about 100m from the house.
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The other bird of prey on the Island is the Nankeen Kestrel, the same species as that found in Australia and
New Guinea. It is thought to have colonised Christmas Island during the 1940s and is now very common in
the settled areas, mining fields and beside the roads. In looks and breeding habits it is very similar to our
own Kestrel.
One of the favourite snacks for these predators is the Christmas Island White-eye Zosterops natalis. Only
found on Christmas Island, but related to other Zosterops found throughout Asia and Australia, this is the
Island’s most abundant species. This little fellow nest mosly in dense bushes right across the Island, mainly
during the wet season and is usually seen in small parties feeding on fruit, nectar bearing flowers and small
insects.
Another very tame and common resident is Island Thrush Turdus poliocephalus erythropleurus. About the
size and shape of our own Blackbird it is dark grey above with a pale grey breast and orange belly, legs and
eye ring. Females and juveniles are similar in colour but generally much paler. Listed as vulnerable, it is
another CI endemic sub-species. One of a number of sub-species throughout South-east Asia it is the only
one on the Australian list.
A charming little bird, the Emerald Dove Chalcophaps indica natalis, is an endemic form of a species widely
distributed throughout SE Asia and northern and eastern Australia. Frequently found feeding on lawns and
forest tracks it seems quite common despite its listing as vulnerable.

Emerald Dove

Dick Yates

Two other species that are quite common are Christmas Island Swiftlet Collocalia linchii natalis, another
endemic sub-species and frequently seen hawking for insects over roads and in forest clearings – this little
job moves so fast no-one got even close to getting a photo of it – and the European Tree Sparrow Passer
montanus, a ship-assisted introduction as recently as the 1980s it has now spread to all the settled areas.
Finally, 2 resident species that we, at least I, didn’t see were Java Sparrow Padda oryzivora, of which there
is a small resident population of about 2-300 living around the settled areas where they feed on seeds from
the grass verges, but you need to be around about 0600 to be sure of catching them, and the Whitebreasted Waterhen Amaurornis pheonicurus; there are, apparently, around 20 pairs living mainly in and
around the rubbish dump. We visited once but with no luck.
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The remainder of the birds we found are either confirmed or probable migrants. Eastern Reef
Egret Egretta sacra, and White-faced Heron Egretta novaehollandiae, are found regularly and are
suspected of breeding but this has not been positively confirmed and we also saw Glossy Ibis,
Common Sandpiper and Black-winged Stilt, none of which stayed for long and 3 Grey Wagtails – a
small number probably over-winter on the Island.
Of course it is the Red Crabs for which Christmas Island is famous. These beasties normally live
in the forest and conduct their annual migration to the sea to spawn in November so we were a
little early, but preparations were already underway to repair and extend the “crab fences” that help
to keep the crabs off the roads and funnelled under them via large culverts.
In fact, there are 93 species of crab on CI, so if you are a crab afficiando it’s the place to go. Most
are very small and operate at night but there are a few bigger ones. The largest is known locally
as the Robber or Coconut Crab Birgus latro. It can grow into quite a monster. The Blue Crab
Discoplax hirtipes grows just a little larger than the Red Crab.

Quite a large Red Hermit Crab Coenobita perlatus.
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Dick Yates

Pannonian Idyll
(BirdLife Austria Common Bird Census in the Seewinkel, Spring 2011)
(or, RAFOS in Wineland)

By Mike Blair
Fortunately for most participants, the rain came before they arrived or after they departed when the
temperature steadily climbed. On the other hand, Sue and I developed quite an expertise in testing our
lightweight wet-weather gear, mine being old and well used, and Sue’s being brand-new of a well-known
brand. I stayed very comfortably dry. Sue got her money back once we returned to UK... Sue and I have our
own bikes in Austria, kept in the former cycle store of Robert & Sylvia Polay. Robert makes commercial
videos of the natural world and Sylvia keeps the Illmitzers fascinated by her idiosyncratic blend of Canadian
English and Austrian patois German. They are not only good friends of ours, but also of RAFOS – they have
hosted numerous meals for everyone who has participated.

‘The A Team.’ Dick Yates, Jon Orme, Sue Fleming, Mike Blair and Pete Evans.
(Not quite in descending order of anything.)
This article aims not to repeat material well-covered in previous issues of the Newsletter, but suffice it to say
that the Neusiedlersee (a 50km-long lake) and the chunk of Austria to the east of it, the Seewinkel, lying as
they do at the western end of the Great Hungarian Plain in the landscape known as Pannonia, remain to us
1
as fresh as the first time we visited it . To the west, you can see the eastern end of the Alps, to the east, and
endless vista of wetland, fields and vast forests. The resident and summer-breeding birds are numerous, yet
the numbers of migrants can overwhelm at their peak. The opportunity to carry out bird survey work in this
area, while noting down every species over a wide area was not to be missed.
The task set by Michael Dvorak of BirdLife Austria seemed superficially mundane – a Common Bird Census.
Now BirdLife Austria had used their resources to survey threatened, endangered, or economically damaging
species, such as Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca, Red-footed Falcon Falco vespertinus, Common Starling
Sturnus vulgaris and Hooded Crow Corvus cornix. This meant that they had very little data on the distribution
of common species, and hence no trend data – which were increasing and which were decreasing. However,
when you consider that the common species list of easternmost Austria includes Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia
curruca, Barred Warbler S. nisoria, Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio and Golden Oriole oriolus oriolus, then
looking for and listening for species during the spring migration wasn’t at all the same task as back in UK.
1

We’re going back in May 2012, but just for a birding holiday...
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Indeed, one of the Seewinkel’s extreme breeding rarities is Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella: it does occur
more commonly quite close by - just over the border in Hungary and also north of the Danube.
Now Sue and I had driven out to Illmitz by a leisurely and indirect route that included a sweltering 31°C on
still clear days at Lake Bohinj in Slovenia on 10 and 11 April. Now, since on “the second night we stayed
2
there we were woken from a dream/that I'll tell you all about some other time ” we hastened to arrive in Illmitz
just the day before Dave Munday and his UK birding mate, RAFOS neophyte Ted Barnes stepped off the
aircraft at Vienna Schwechat on 13 April to form the first survey teams. Once again, the hospitable
Illmitzerhof was our base. The survey format comprised what the Austrians call a ‘sextant’ – not the
navigational instrument, but a latitudinal and longitudinal measurement of 6 seconds of arc of the Earth’s
3
4
area ; at our location, this was approximately 500m×500m . Michael Dvorak produced for us standard
‘sextant’ maps in multiple copies to enable us to determine where sextants began and ended – see the map
of the Seewinkel and surrounding area. In each sextant, we had to cover as much as we could, using roads,
tracks and paths, without risking significant double-counting.
Sue and I spent much of the early period cycling over the flattish countryside on various tracks, counting
common birds as listed by BirdLife Austria at a rate of about 24 sextants per day. A secondary aim had
been to carry out intensive counts in woodland tracts and in villages: this had to be done on foot, because
usually sightlines were short and densities could be high. Dave and Ted concentrated mostly on this latter
method. For more remote locations, teams had to be transported by car to one location, then picked up
again at another. Most sextants had ‘hotspots’, but not all, and so a cooling beer worked wonders when it
was hot. Part of the work planning involved the sextant track running through or ending at good wateringholes.
Ted and Dave, a well-matched pair, put in an excellent shift and were rewarded with the odd day off to just
bird the real hotspots. Ted, taking advantage of the different variety of species of the Hungarian Plain with
5
6
respect to Hampshire, got 23 ‘lifers’, including Eastern Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca, Great Bustard Otis
7
tarda and Pygmy Cormorant Phalacrocorax pygmaeus. Dave and Ted were enthralled by the spectacle of
several Great Bustards displaying at the same time.
Other species making comebacks are Red-footed Falcon (c10 pairs), Ferruginous Duck (50+ pairs) and
8
Saker Falcon Falco cherrug (4-6 pairs). Dave and Ted’s introduction to the Illmitzerhof took the form of
slight mischief on the part of the owner, Burgi Redl-Hinterlechner, when she showed them into the
honeymoon suite, complete with roses on the pillows and a crimson high drape over the bedhead! The boys
took it in good part, but somehow didn’t want any publicity pictures… Much of their work concentrated on the
town of Illmitz, and when Michael Dvorak was doing a preliminary assessment of our results, he realized that
not only would most of the designated Seewinkel area soon be covered, but also that the information from
the urban or woodland areas was greater in amount and variety than expected, and so he switched the
emphasis to the towns and villages, of which there are many. Ted was taken aback by the abundance of
Eurasian Tree Sparrows Passer montanus and the Western Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochrurus partly
supplementing the House Sparrow Passer domesticus as the species associated with houses and gardens.
Dave and Ted were not only impressed by the size of the nearby Hungarian reserves, but also how easy it
was to gain access to them.
One diversion from our survey work came when I had to keep a promise I had made the year before at the
first Pannonian Bird Experience to give a talk on declining farmland birds. It wasn’t until just before we set off
from UK that I realized that I was to give the keynote lecture at the formal opening of the second Pannonian
2

With fond apologies to the Flanders and Swann estate: a slightly amended quotation from The Gnu song.
Any hemisphere representing the Earth covers 180° east-west or north-south: each degree has 60΄ (minutes) and each minute 60″
(seconds). However, longitude lines converge at the poles and so any symmetric selection (as here, 6″×6″) is at its largest at the
equator and is vanishingly small at the poles.
4
Pete Evans has come up with this useful comparison – the sextants were roughly one sixteenth of a tetrad in size – which will make
sense to those who have done bird surveys, but may not have helped those who have not!
5
At least 7 Eastern Imperial Eagle pairs breed in the area of the Neusiedlersee. Another pair now breeds 100km west of Vienna, and
wintering birds from other populations now can be found only 125km into Hungary. The Neusiedlersee population is about 40 birds
overall, immature being in the majority.
6
There are now two breeding populations of Great Bustard in eastern Austria, one (about 25 birds) in the traditional area south of
Tadten in the southeasternmost corner, and the other of about 50 birds in the trapezoid formed by the Austria-Slovakia-Hungary border
and the Vienna-Hungary and Vienna-Slovakia autobahns. In winter, as many as 400 birds may be present.
7
A former breeder at the Neusiedlersee, it became locally extinct in the 1970s, but was rediscovered by accident around the turn of the
century: an aerial survey of the reedbeds was arranged to count Spoonbill nests – the imagery found 40 Pygmy Cormorant nests, too!
The 2011 population is around 440 breeding pairs.
8
The Saker population is perhaps the most tenuous. It has taken to nesting on pylons, as it has in Slovakia and Hungary, and more
nestboxes will be erected, but it is unclear if the declining population of suslik Citellus citellus (a ground squirrel that is its main prey) will
prevent further expansion of this outlier Saker population.
3
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Bird experience! However, with the help and guidance of the Director of the National Park, Alois Lang, the
shape of the talk quickly fell into place, and with the generosity of David Tipling, it was illustrated by many
superb bird images.
Unfortunately, there was a longish gap after Ted and Dave returned to UK (20 April) before Dick and Daphne
Yates and Pete Evans and Jon Orme arrived (the former pair by car, the latter by air) on 4 May. However,
Sue and I reached most of the rural sextants in the interregnum and so the ‘mighty handful’ then
concentrated on the woodlands and the towns: Illmitz, Apetlon, Wallern, Tadten, Andau, St Andrä,
Podersdorf, Halbturm and Mönchhof. Town sextants involved walking every street in each sextant, like the
woodland sextants, contained many surprises. Lesser Whitethroat was breeding in the towns and Common
Nightingale Luscinia megarhyncos abundant in woodland. By the time the ‘mighty handful’ arrived, Golden
Orioles were passing through in numbers, but perhaps the most unexpected migration event occurred when
Ted and Dave were around – a steady passage of Eurasian Jays Garrulus glandarius heading north in
parties of 30 to 50.
The combined knowledge of team members was useful in honing ID skills for unfamiliar species. Now, if only
two more people had been able to join us for 10 days, we could have covered the three remaining towns and
the more distant rural sextants. As it was, we completed over 305 rural sextants, but the work in the towns,
being intense in 41 sextants, represented about 425 additional rural sextants! Michael Dvorak intends to use
the information obtained by RAFOS in a book about the Seewinkel region, but the data will greatly
supplement BirdLife Austria’s material. It will also act as a baseline for any future studies, or may trigger
other studies on a species basis. Michael has supplied us with sample maps, some of which are included
here.
As some of you dedicated readers will know, Jon has had an unfortunate run of bad luck in not seeing
species that are seen by others with him. It continued in Austria – Grey-headed Woodpecker Picus canus
will have to wait another day before it goes on Jon’s list – well-spotted Pete! However, the two of them had a
cracking hour before being dropped at Schwechat for their return EasyJet flight to UK – Saker Falcon and
Eastern Imperial Eagle at pretty close range: on cloud nine before getting airborne!
As always, the Illmitz hospitality was superb – Sylvia and Robert ensured that we didn’t go short of food and
drink, the various restaurants supplied splendid fare, and the Jagdhof in particular did us a good deal on their
‘zu mitnehmen’ wine sales, after putting on a wine-tasting that was sumptuous! Austria didn’t escape scotfree – when Sue and I were cycling towards the Lange Lacke bistro, a wasp got behind her glasses. Sue
whipped off her varifocals, but could see but an approximation of the cycle track and its surrounds. In her
efforts to steer a safe course, she clouted my rear wheel, causing gravity to overcome the Coriolis force of
her bicycle wheels, and so she dented Austria. The damage was terminal to her trousers, and temporary to
her wrist, but it’s amazing how effective a cold Austrian beer from the bistro proved at reducing the ganglion
9
swelling .
Further highlights were seeing Long-eared Owl Asio otus in its usual nest site at the Apetlon swimming place
and not seeing (until the image was examined) Short-eared Owl A. flammeus flying near a displaying Great
Bustard! Occasional side-trips took us into the huge reserves just over the border in Hungary. Here also,
there were huge numbers of large golden-brown dragonflies, of whose specific identity we were uncertain.
Amongst many superb creatures were a colony of Black-crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax, a
swimming European beaver Castor fiber, Squacco Heron Ardeola ralloides and distant White-tailed Eagle
Haliaeetus albicilla. In the earlier stages, Eurasian Bittern Botaurus stellaris boomed in the reedbeds
everywhere. Scattered through the many small woodlands, the later arrivals of Icterine Warbler Hippolais
icterina and Barred Warbler added spice when sextants were revisited. Surprisingly, there is a small captivebred stock of European bison Bison bonasa (wisent) just south of Apetlon, but it isn’t clear whether this is
part of a larger conservation programme or not – certainly the forests just over the Hungarian border have an
ample stock of wild boar, and so this forest-dwelling cousin of the North American Plains beast could well
thrive in the wild.
Michael Dvorak has noted from the RAFOS 2011 records that several species seem to have changed their
distributions since some small studies in the 1980s: European Serin Serinus serinus now seems largely
confined to the towns and the immediate environs; Common Nightingale is locally distributed, dependent on
woodland patches; Common Linnet Carduelis cannabina remains widespread outside villages, but Eurasian
Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla has become very common, even abundant, wherever there is dense scrub,
woodland with understorey and in the local well-stocked gardens. As to the success of RAFOS in the
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By pressing the beer-glass to her wrist, not by drinking the contents, although that also happened.
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BirdLife Austria Common Bird Census, I can only cite Michael Dvorak’s encomium, “The coverage was very,
very good.”
Conservation implementation in the region had been making tremendous progress, with excellent
cooperation between Hungarian and Austrian National Parks, but the election of a new government has
10
resulted in most Hungarian NP Directors being sacked , their replacements being largely without any
biological qualifications or experience in the field. Every joint project has been suspended until the
appropriate Minister has decided whether to continue it or not. The Austrians expect any project in which
they are the lead authority will be cancelled.
As you might imagine, the noble souls on this expedition immersed themselves in local culture, primarily
compiling their personal lists of the local grape varieties as sources of wines – Bouvier, Kadarka, Grüner
Veltliner, Weissburgunder, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Zweigelt Rosé, Zweigelt and Blaufränkisch to
name but a few. We have to report not only that the vineyards must be in good health, but also that the local
Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay are distinctive and very smooth! Once again, just remember that the
Seewinkel is less than an hour away from two international airports…

Coverage of ‘sextants’ by RAFOS in Seewinkel 2011
(BirdLife Austria)
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I guess by now you will have read in the UK press how the Hungarian government wants every website to be licensed, and once
licensed, the websites have to submit any content for Ministerial approval...
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Distribution Common Linnet Linaria cannabina Seewinkel 2011
(BirdLife Austria)

Distribution Common Nightingale Luscinia megarhyncos Seewinkel 2011
(BirdLife Austria)
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Distribution European Serin Serinus serinus Seewinkel 2011
(BirdLife Austria)

Distribution Eurasian Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla Seewinkel 2011
(BirdLife Austria)

The draft maps above supplied to us by BirdLife Austria are in the general format that will be used in a future
publication (in German) about the distribution of birds in the Seewinkel. These drafts contain only RAFOS
records, but the final maps will include all accepted observations, and of course, of all the species surveyed
by others.
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Windmill in the autumn breeze/freeze
By Rob King
Due to a heavily laden spring schedule, the 2011 RAFOS expedition to the north Norfolk coast was moved
from spring to autumn in an unprecedented change. Despite the break from tradition, fifteen members,
including RAFOS newcomers Kate Hambleton and Ann & David Heymans, spent 28-31st October based at
the Burnham Overy Windmill and ran daily sorties to discover the local birdlife.
Most of us assembled at Titchwell RSPB reserve in the afternoon on Friday in glorious sunshine. Parties had
stopped off at various Norfolk sites enroute to break the journey, seeing Pallas’s Warbler, Crane and Great
Grey Shrike in the process.

Much had changed since our last visit to Titchwell, with extensive work having been carried out as part of the
coastal management at the reserve. This included the installation of a large modern “viewing arena” (far too
swanky to be called a hide!). The birds didn’t seem to mind either the architecture or the large number of
birdwatchers populating the west bank. Most of these people were standing in one spot, with binoculars,
telescopes and cameras pointing downwards. The reason – a Jack Snipe and a Common Snipe side by side
amongst the vegetation very close to the footpath. Their camouflage was so good that it was virtually
impossible to pick them out without help despite their constant head action.
The sea was as flat as a mill pond but lacked a horizon – it just seemed to merge into the distant sky. Jan
and Brian saw a sea-monster, or was it a Killer Whale, or just a Grey Seal? Who knows, it dived without
trace. A couple of Mergansers, Red-throated Diver, Great Crested Grebes and such were found but the
highlight was definitely a pale phase Arctic Skua causing havoc in the distance.
Heading to the windmill for tea and stickies, a few things had changed there too, notably the removal of the
electricity meter and the shrinkage in diameter of the main table. Following the closure of “The Ship”, it was
agreed at the previous Windmill weekend that the best place to eat was a pub called The Jockey (or was it
the Nelson?, or Half Nelson?) in Burnham Market. The décor had changed a little in the 18 months since the
last windmill trip, but the food was superb. The evening call-over saw our resident recorder, Brian, totting up
an impressive list of species on only the first day. There was some consternation about whether birds seen
at home could be included - the rules say no, unless you live in Norfolk. However things were soon cleared
up when it became apparent that the Pallas’s Warbler had been seen at Holme, not home. Too much red
wine, time for bed!
The change from spring to autumn meant that daylight was rather a scarce commodity. Pre-breakfast trips
were limited to a stroll down to the marsh below the windmill or simply a scan of the marshes from the gate
(Barn Owl and Pink-footed Geese guaranteed). The plan on Saturday was to head east after breakfast, to
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Wells Woods, Stiffkey Fen and Cley. However, plans were derailed slightly when the Fat Controller realised
that he’d left the sandwich-making supplies overnight in the freezer rather than the fridge.
Bread: Frozen
Tuna: Frozen
Pork pies: Frozen
Ham: Frozen
Cucumber: Frozen
Tomatoes: Frozen
Lettuce: Frozen
It is very hard to make a salad sandwich from frozen ingredients. This is why polar explorers do not eat
salad: it’s not for the lack of Icebergs.
Wells Wood was sadly rather empty of birds. We split up into three groups to search the woods in vain. John
S-S, Fran, Al and Mike, Jan, Dick and Kate went in one group and in their wanderings John S-S found a set
of car keys and then a lens cap on the path. He shared his finding with Al and the other members of his
group and then left these articles in a clearly visible location on top of a rock at the car park. The other two
groups walked past this rock and noticed the articles – indeed, Jon Orme mentioned at the time that the lens
cap was the same make as his, but “looked a bit bigger”. We returned to cars and travelled onwards to Cley.
Halfway through the day two things happened:
1) Al checked his pockets and realised that he’d lost his car keys.
2) Jon realised that his optics were missing a lens cap.
At Cley we were treated to autumn migration in action, noting flocks of Starlings, Fieldfares and a Shorteared Owl migrating in from the continent over the sea. Along the shoreline we found half a dozen or so
Snow Buntings and some nice waders including a Little Stint and many Ruff. On the way back to the
Windmill we stopped (it’s not twitching if you planned to stop there anyway!) by the side of the road to see a
remarkably pale Rough-legged Buzzard hunting the fields and dunes. This was joined by a splendid male
Hen Harrier and a couple of Marsh Harriers – a great end to the day only eclipsed by some splendid views of
Jupiter and its moons after dark.
On Sunday we covered Holkham Park (Treecreeper, Nuthatch etc) where the deer were in rut, then on to
Titchwell where we spent the remainder of the day. Despite careful searching, the Jack Snipe was nowhere
to be found. However with camouflage like that there could have been hundreds tucked away without us
noticing. We had some superb sightings of other species including Spoonbill (playing hide and seek behind
an island on the scrape), Red-necked, Slavonian, Little and Great Crested Grebes, 2 Woodcocks, a Water
Rail out in the open, a Yellow-browed Warbler (you don’t get those in spring!) and a very showy Bittern.
On Sunday morning we parted after a very professionally cooked and presented breakfast – full marks to
Kate for cooking three eggs at a time in a frying pan designed for one.

It had been a very enjoyable weekend
with a nice selection of birds that we
don’t often get to see in Spring e.g. the
warblers and the Rough-legged
Buzzard. We discussed at length
several times whether we ought to
alternate between Spring and Autumn
(or even attempt both), there were
votes for both but consensus was that
we wanted to return in Spring so the
booking is made for 20-23 April 2012.
However if there’s appetite for another
autumn trip I for one will join you there.
Thank you to Mike Hayes for
organising the weekend, to Brian for
keeping record of what we saw and
where and we ought to raise a toast to
Jon for not setting off the smoke
alarm.
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The Little Breeders!
(Charadrius dubius & Tachybaptus ruficollis of course)
By John Le Gassick
In May 2010 St Ives Golf Club left their very pleasant parkland course, nine holes surrounded by mature
trees, close to St Ives Thicket with views over the River Great Ouse. The course was established in 1923
and over the next eighty-seven years had given joy, mixed with more than a little frustration, at times, to
many people. Its location and mature trees made it extremely friendly to its resident birds. Summer visitors:
Willow Warbler, Chiffchaff and Blackcap bred every year and in a hawthorn down by the river a Sedge
Warbler, full of song, was also an annual breeder. I was not keen to leave this avian paradise.
However…….
The new course was constructed from scratch on some very heavy clay farmland close to the village of
Needingworth. Cameron Sinclair a well-known and respected golf course architect together with the help of
some heavy machinery and many tons of sand proceeded to construct a links course in the middle of
Cambridgeshire! He made a very good job of it and some days I swear that I can hear the sea, or perhaps it
is just my tinnitus playing up again! Since our re-location here 15 months ago I have kept a list, as you do, of
the birds recorded i.e. seen or heard during my visits. I would like to say that none of these were dedicated
bird-watching trips, only birds observed during a round of golf. To date this list numbers 70. We have a lot
of small lakes and ponds which are already surrounded by bull rushes and reeds and the drought earlier this
year has given them muddy shore lines which are very popular with a variety of wading and water birds. The
large areas of rough are particularly attractive to Skylark and Meadow Pipit, the latter not being common in
this part of the County.
The highlights of the year for me however (just in case you are wondering where I am rambling off to) are
two successful breeding records. The first from my point of view is not so much the record itself but the way
in which it was obtained. One of the grounds staff is writing a paper on the bio-diversity of the golf course. A
good word bio-diversity! If only I knew what it meant and at his instigation we have four large nest boxes
suitable for Kestrel or Barn Owl and an interestingly designed tower that it is hoped, in the future, will provide
a breeding site for Sand Martin. Our number of recorded bird species is also helped by the proximity of the
Course to the RSPB Reserves of Fen Drayton Lakes, two miles to the south, and RSPB Ouse Fen one and
a half miles to the east. Incidentally the latter presently covers some 460 hectares and when it is complete
will have the largest reed bed in the United Kingdom. However getting back to the subject. The previously
mentioned grounds man was trimming the grass around the larger of our lakes when he noticed a nest (a
scrape) containing four eggs. He could not identify the eggs so he set his “state of the art” mobile phone to
video record and placed it some long grass adjacent to the nest. It can record continuously for one and a
half hours. When he returned the scrape was empty, but lo and behold on his phone he had quite good
video recording of a Little Ringed Plover returning to the nest and also a video record of the four eggs
hatching! That surely deserves an exclamation mark!
The other “Little Breeder” is Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis (small bird big name). A pair of these birds
chose to construct a small island of a nest, beside the lily pads, at one of the busiest parts of the course on a
th
small lake situated between the ninth and eighteenth greens. Four eggs were laid by 20 July and three
th
striped young had successfully fledged by 19 August.

Five years ago these fields produced oil seed rape and wheat or barley in strict rotation. Now owing to the
ingenuity of man we have an area of wild heath land producing breeding birds and in the Spring a plethora of
bird song where a few elderly souls occasionally appear, to hit small white balls into the long grass or the
water. Ain’t life grand.
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Eight Degrees South
By Martin Routledge
You’ve all been there – a crowded departure lounge at Brize Norton awaiting the news that Ascot 666 to the
back of beyond has finally been loaded with baggage, rations and fuel and is now only waiting for the captain
to finish haranguing the movers resplendent in their red arm bands before the hapless passengers are called
forward to board. It doesn’t matter much who is operating the flight and if our trip down the South Atlantic
highway to ASI (Ascension Island) was anything to go by all trucking crews are the same. Air Seychelles
were operating the Boeing 767 which was our flight and the co-pilot (sorry - First Officer) had got stuck in
traffic on the A40 on his way to Brize which was delaying our departure. Once he was on board, the preflight check revealed that some minor item on the flight deck was malfunctioning so a further delay while a
spare was called for – from Heathrow! But alas Heathrow had nil stock (sounding familiar?) so a serviceable
bit was summoned from Gatwick and by now it was rush hour on the M25. We eventually lumbered airborne
some 4 hours late. But hey ho things were on the up – no rear facing narrow seat in high density passenger
fit for me. No, even as a concession fare on an Army expedition, as an apparently senior(ish) chap I had
one of the fat-boy seats up front hurrah!
So off to ASI for Exercise BOOBY XVI TERN – what’s that all about? On the RAFOS website news page I
spotted an offer for a serving RAFOS member to join an AOS expedition to ASI. Well I’ve been there before,
first in 1984 then again in 1991 and finally in 2000 – it was clearly time for a return trip. So I cleared my
absence with the boss, and then asked the chap I work for if I could slip South for a couple of weeks. Net
result: a week on ASI with good company and great birding. Why an AOS expedition? Well after RAFOS
started the ball rolling in the early eighties, the Army Ornithological Society (AOS) have for many years been
carrying out survey work and scientific research on ASI; aided and abetted, it has to be said, by our own
ringing co-ordinator Colin Wearn.
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Now before anyone gets the impression that this was some jolly in the sun like one of those Cypriot jaunts I
have to say this was a tough event. The climatic conditions were equatorial hot if reasonably dry. The lava
outflows where the Sooty Terns nest, on what are called ‘fairs’, are hotter still and inhospitably shade free.
The noise in a Sooty Tern colony is deafening and the bird density tends to ensure one ends each day with
enough guano on ones clothes to fertilise a medium sized rose bush. Some of the walks-in, particularly to
the area known as The Letterbox, were demanding and frankly quite risky with a long drop to certain harm
on the rocks below. To compensate, the birding was great. The chance to get up close and personal with
Boobies, Noddies, Terns, Frigatebirds and Tropicbirds was exceptional as were the other wildlife
opportunities such as turtle watching and fishing. The aims of the expedition were to survey the fairs, ring
Sooty Terns and fit some geo-locators to them and assess the impact of rat predation. Down on the
Letterbox we were looking for breeding sites of Boobies and hoping that we might find Frigatebird nests with
evidence of re-colonisation of the mainland from the offshore main nesting site at Boatswain Bird Island. We
also wanted to count the number of breeding White or Fairy Terns up in the trees and crags of Green
Mountain as well as out on the rock face of Boatswain Bird Island.

“1123, 1124, 1125, 112- bugger, one of them moved. 1, 2, 3, 4”
Before I go much further perhaps a thumbnail sketch of the island would help. It’s volcanic. It’s small being
about 10 kms across but with a peak (Green Mountain) of some 2800 feet. The airfield is called Wideawake,
which is the local name for a Sooty Tern, and as well as being an RAF staging post it also has a strong
USAF contingent – it is also home to some BBC World Service transmitters and to a Cable and Wireless
installation. The Island is part of the St Helena administration group and is an Overseas Dependency, so in
effect British. There are no permanent residents but the workforce are mainly from St Helena to where they
return on retirement. The local name for them is ‘Saints’ which is in no way derogatory. The RAF contingent
are quartered at Travellers Hill which is a few miles back from the airfield and has a good suite of transit
accommodation, combined messing and a Colonel Gaddafi (NAAFI). This was all built post-Falklands and is
a distinct improvement on the portacabin city I tried to sleep in on my way south in 1984! Importantly the unit
supplied us with Landrovers from their SIF fleet without which we’d have been stuck. The main town and
port is Georgetown and there is a village called Two Boats where most of the Saints live. Currently there are
2 airbridge flights a week and the resupply ship calls from time to time. Much of the island is just volcanic
rock and free of all vegetation but there is a creeping invasion of Mexican thorn and on Green Mountain,
which is often shrouded in cloud and is thus rather damp, there is some quite lush habitat. The Island was
once heavily populated with sea birds and as well as the nesting colonies of Sooty Terns there were the
endemic Ascension Island Frigatebird, and various Boobies all used to nest on the main island. Rats and
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cats escaping from visiting ships led to a steep decline in breeding birds and apart from the Sooty Terns, and
some cliff nesting birds, most of the nesting now takes place on off-shore stacks and Boatswain Bird Island.
An RSPB eradication project has greatly diminished the rat population and eliminated the feral cats, so it was
part of the expedition’s long-term aim to monitor the recovery of the breeding populations.
The team consisted of 1 fish-head, 2 crabs, 3 civilians and 6 pongos. Our gallant leader was Major Andrew
Bray a veteran of many AOS expeditions to ASI and among the civilians were Colin Wearn and an academic
expert from Birmingham University – Doctor Jim Reynolds. Most of the team were veterans of other ASI
expeditions with I think only me, Tony the sailor and Eggy from the Royal Engineers being new to the game.
My fellow crab was Simon Croson whose wife just happened to be stationed at ASI – convenient eh! Having
arrived late we did the usual trivia and then settled in to the transit blocks. Up and out at dawn the next day
though – things to do!
ASI Sooty Terns are a bit odd in that they don’t breed on an annual cycle. Instead they return about every 9
months – I think this is odd because in the Seychelles they are on an annual cycle and it’s the Bridled Terns
who work a 9 month rotation. Anyway, our first serious task was re-trapping previously ringed Sooty Terns
on the two fairs, one at Mars Bay the other at Waterside (see map). Over the next few days we also mapped
the area covered by nesting terns and did quadrat counts across the colonies assessing the number of nests
within a 10 square metre circle. Collecting previously ringed birds involved walking among them, spotting a
blinged up individual and then trying to net it with an angler’s landing net (a technique known as flageling
apparently). Sometimes if the birds were quiet they’d let you just pick them up – this usually indicated they’d
been sat on an egg for some time and were loathe to leave – I believe this is called sitting tight! Once a
ringed bird was caught its ring was read and its precise location as given by GPS was noted and all of this
data collated during the evening call over. Mapping the extent of the fairs was done by our Royal Engineer
geo expert Tony Giles who had a very clever GPS mapping device which allowed him to walk around the
outer edge of the colony inserting way-points as he went. On completion of his stroll he pressed a few
buttons and - hey presto! a map of the fair and an assessment of its area. Huge kit envy from me as a semiprofessional directional consultant (aka navigator)! We re-trapped 358 Sooty Terns in those first few days.

The “Ring it and Fling it” Technique.
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The first eggs had been laid just over 3 weeks previously and the Sootys were still coming ashore in their
hundreds. Each day the fairs would grow a little more but we also found plenty of abandoned sites where
eggs had been laid but the birds had gone. It was very noticeable that new arrivals would roost and
squabble around the edges of the colony while further in the birds were already settling on their eggs. Most
nests were single eggs but there was a good percentage of doubles too. The fairs seemed to be divided into
sub-colonies for no apparent reason but Sooty Terns are known to be neighbour faithful rather than site
faithful.
While the majority of the team were trapping and checking Terns, our leader mapped out certain nests for
more intensive study. The aim of this was to monitor them over the two weeks for signs of predation or
abandonment to make an assessment of nesting success. He also set several seriously nasty looking rat
traps around the edges of the fairs. We did see lots of eggs that had been predated by Indian Myna birds
who peck only a small hole, sip on the yolk and then move on. Overall we found very little evidence of
predation by rats or mice (although we caught a few of both) but there were several land crabs around the
edges of the fairs and Frigatebirds were observed hawking across the sites presumably looking for newly
hatched chicks. Of the 100 nests monitored 43 failed of which 7 were definitely down to Myna birds.
Now for the first science bit: the survey results showed that the 2 fairs accounted for an area of just under 11
hectares with an average nest density of 1.685 per sq metre leading to the conclusion that there were
181,000 pairs of Sooty Terns nesting on ASI at the time. We spent the following few days ringing Sooty
Terns (all adults) on the ‘ring and fling’ basis ie catch, ring and release without recording any biometric data.
In all some 2526 rings were attached by this method which meant that by the end of this expedition a total of
nearly 21,000 ASI Sooty Terns have been rung on ASI. While many have been re-trapped on the island –
often several years later, only 2 have been recovered elsewhere one in the Ivory Coast the other sitting on a
nest in Brazil. This latter bird was recovered this year having been ringed by Colin Wearn in 2005 and
importantly it shows there is transference between Sooty Tern populations.

Brown Booby on finals.

More science - a major task this trip was to attach geo-locators to 20 birds. Simple fact is that we know the
young birds spend 5 years at sea before returning to breed. Problem is we don’t know where; nor do we
know where the adults go between breeding visits. The new generation of data logging geo-locators are
small enough to be attached to a bird’s leg but they only last for 2 years and they have to be recovered to
have their data retrieved. Conclusion: putting loggers on newly fledged birds would be a non-starter as
they’d be 3 years out of power before any chance of recovery but putting them on adults about to go back to
sea should give us 2 chances (at the 9 month and 18 month points) of recovering them on ASI. Finding 20
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birds out of 180,000 pairs is still a bit of a tall order though. To help in the recovery task we put coloured
rings on these birds and more coloured rings on the fair neighbours as the birds are known to be neighbour
faithful rather than site faithful. So when we return in January 2012 all we have to do is find the colour ringed
birds and obviously there will be one of our data logged geo-locator toting band of brothers! (I’ll let you know
how we get on).
That’s probably enough on Sooty Terns for now. We would usually finish on the fairs in the early afternoon
(mad dogs etc) and then repair to Georgetown for an ice cream. Afternoons would be spent doing other
casual birding – often involving a trip up Green Mountain or out to one of the coastal spots for a sea watch –
some of the older folk took a nap! Our second aim was to count the number of Fairy Tern nests that we
could find on Green Mountain and out on Boatswain Bird Island – I have to say I think the results were
probably a bit of a guesstimate in both areas but at least the technique was repeatable so we should have a
reasonable idea of relative success from one expedition to another.
ASI also has several pubs and bars and we checked them all during our time there. The highlight of the day
was always that stop in Georgetown for a cold drink or ice cream after a hot morning on the fairs and we all
took the opportunity to explore this quaint piece of British colonial history. We did a spot of fishing from the
jetty and went turtle watching at night as they came ashore to lay their eggs on the main beach at Clarence
Bay by Georgetown. We went by boat down to Boatswain Bird Island to give our gallant leader the chance
to lay some ground bait while we counted the nesting birds on the cliffs. This was a really fun diversion and
we counted Brown Noddy nests on the stacks on the way back and even stopped to swim with a pod of
dolphins that came to see us.
We walked, in the extreme heat of a tropical day, down to the Letterbox where there were hundreds of
Masked Boobies nesting and from where we could observe Black Noddies on the cliffs and other birds
roosting. All in all we had a fantastic time and I can’t wait to go back - what are the odds on finding one bird
in 20 in 360,000?
Nine months later ... a time lapse notable for being the gestation period of human beings and the interval
between the Sooty Terns arriving back at Ascension Island to start the breeding process .. and a small but
intrepid band of ornithologists set off from Brize Norton on New Year’s Eve no less! I should have been with
them but a family emergency meant I had to cry off at the last minute. The Terns were starting to come
ashore but not in any great numbers and the 10 day expedition looked like it would be hard work. Some
colour ringed Terns were found and yes three of the twenty geo-locators were recovered which is a pretty
good return. Interestingly, although the birds had been ringed at the Mars Bay fair they were all found at the
Waterside colony. We’re still waiting to hear the results of the data download to find out where the birds had
been in the meantime so that will have to wait for the next newsletter.

Home again!
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Post AGM Field Visit
Little Marlow Gravel Pits
Sunday 20th November 2011
By Sally Earnshaw
Ken and I picked up Pam Rees in Bicester and made our way through quite thick fog to Little Marlow having
had a very brief sighting of bright sun and clear blue sky at the M40 Chiltern cutting. We met up with the sole
occupant of the car park, Daryl Hamley, who was to lead the party around the gravel pits. We were soon
joined by John Towers and Karen Sims who reported that Jan Knights was indisposed and so with no others
venturing out it was left to us six.
Upon reaching the main lake we could just make out a nearby Great-crested Grebe with the visibility down to
about 50 metres. A quiet flock of 15 or so Siskins plus Goldfinches, Chaffinches and Greenfinches were
feeding in the tree-tops while three Goldcrests and some Long-tailed Tits fed lower down.
The fog gradually lifted such that we could then see the island and the spit where Lapwings, Golden Plovers,
various gulls and the usual expected range of ducks and geese were present although no Goldeneye could
be seen. This latter species appears to be quite scarce this winter so far. A Red Kite sat high in a tree
watching all the goings on below. The noisiest birds were several Ring-necked Parakeets with their loud
screeching.
The fog hampered the visit but nevertheless an enjoyable walk was achieved in which a total of 43 species
were glimpsed and various subjects of conversation were covered. Daryl’s knowledge of how the area had
developed and of how much gravel was continuing to be extracted was very interesting. Thanks are
extended to him and to the rest of the party for making the visit much better than the prospects may have
allowed.
Daryl recommended the Kings Head pub in Little Marlow for Sunday lunch and then departed for home.
Although we had not booked a table, the pub accommodated the five of us in a busy and crowded bar for a
good and reasonably priced lunch in pleasant, cosy surroundings which included a nice log fire.

Ken Earnshaw collecting his award for “Best Novelty Photo 2011”
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A ROCKY OASIS IN THE OLD SOUTH-WEST
By David Court-Smith

Nothing moved. It was absolutely quiet: no wind sighing, no birds singing, no traffic growling. The
total silence honed my imagination, the 100 F temperature immobilized my body; I stood perfectly
still in this sear landscape, this outrigger of the Chihuahuan Desert called Big Bend, and looked
around me.
The desert floor stretched to left and to right, abounding with tired-looking grasses, scrubby
creosote bushes, aggressively-armed cacti and orange-flowered ocotillos, looking for all the world
like gigantic spiny-legged spiders stuck headfirst into the gravelly soil. Here and there towering
yuccas thrust their sword-like leaves and great spikes of creamy inflorescence skywards, but their
puny aspirations to grandeur were dwarfed into insignificance by the centre-piece of the whole
setting, the lynch-pin of the landscape – the Chisos Mountain range. Emerging from the dusty
plateau like the conning-tower of some megalithic submarine, the 4,000-foot high mass of Casa
Grande, a block of forested slopes, gorges and rocky turrets, was one of the last refuges of the
Apache Indians – the name comes from the Apache word chishe, meaning ‘people of the forest’. A
biosystem in isolation, it loomed menacingly through the heat-haze; binoculars revealed blankets
of trees on some of the not-so-steep slopes, and large areas of shadow suggested relief from the
scorching sun. I looked forward to my confrontation with the Chisos on the morrow but I suddenly
noticed that today was finally producing some activity.
Slipping skilfully between the spines of a large prickly pear cactus was a mottled black, brown and
white bird the size of a small thrush; the long, curved bill picked off insects from around the wickedlooking spikes with great dexterity and every now and then the Cactus Wren uttered a coarse
chuckle. This denizen of the desert is far and away the biggest of the Troglodytidae and very
much a personality. As the sun began to lose – oh, so slowly – its stultifying heat, little groups of
Scaled Quail scurried through the scrub, gleaning grass seeds from the ground and nibbling at the
grey-green shoots of the creosote bushes. With their dowdy plumage and pale crests or ‘cotton-
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tops’, they reminded me of plump Victorian grandmothers with their skirts tucked around their
knees.
High overhead a hawk – probably a Red-tailed – soared, almost motionless, looking like a cross
nailed to the sun-bleached sky. The quails smartly disappeared but the raptor’s presence instilled
no awe into the gawky brown and white bird stalking purposefully between the yucca plants. Crowsized and long-tailed, the Roadrunner – a member of the cuckoo family – has passed into
immortality (along with Donald Duck and Woody Woodpecker) as a result of Walt Disney’s
splendid cartoon films, but there was nothing humorous about this relentless predator’s singleminded search for lizards, snakes, scorpions and any other prey.
Covering over 800,000 acres (1,200 sq miles), Big Bend National Park was established in 1944 by
the State of Texas and preserves the best example anywhere of the Chihuahuan desert, a biotic
province that stretches deep inside Mexico. The Park HQ at Panther Junction had a miniature
desert trail with all the local plants neatly labelled, spectacular photographs and intricate landforms, smartly-uniformed Rangers – and a lawn! This well-watered patch of sward was covered
with sparrows: not your common-or-garden House Sparrows (which are wide-spread in the USA,
having been introduced in 1850) but Chipping, Brewer’s, Black-throated, Clay-coloured and Whitecrowned; five species out of the 40-odd found in North America. On the desert side of the lawn
was a tall fringe of exotic orange, lily-like flowers; their trumpet-shaped corollas were the subject of
constant attention from humming-birds darting to and fro and hovering on invisible wings to extract
the sweet nectar from deep inside the blooms. Two species were present, the Black-chinned and
the Lucifer, the latter being found only in the Chisos Mountains area; the male’s emerald crown
and forked amethyst gorget, flashing like the Crown Jewels in the sunlight, certainly justified his
name. Later on, in the cool of the evening, I sat beside the languidly-flowing Rio Grande at Lajitas
and mused upon the words of (I think) Antoine de Saint-Exupéry: “The love of the desert, like love
itself, is born of a face perceived but never really seen”. A stone rattled not far away – I’m not the
nervous type but I thought I’d better go indoors: this place used to be called Comanche Crossing !

Female Black-chinned Hummingbird

Texas
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Johnny Stewart-Smith

Inside the lofty bowl known as the Chisos Basin all was quiet, but it was an anticipatory quiet, like
the sudden silence which occurs at the beginning of a concert as the conductor raises his baton. A
gentle puff of wind blew on my face: the soaring silhouettes of the encircling peaks started to lose
their starkness: suddenly the mountain’s brooding malevolence was washed away as the curtain
came up on a new day – a performance as old as time, but one whose infinite variations and subtle
nuances never fail to enthral. The shadowy cloak of the enchantress Night slipped from the
volcanic mass of Casa Grande, releasing flocks of White-throated Swifts into the fresh morning air:
slid caressingly over the upper woodlands, across the grassy flats, down the shoulders of the
Basin and dissolved at our feet. Somewhere a mule deer barked; a male Audubon’s Warbler – the
grey, black and white of his plumage made summer by his sunshine-yellow crown, throat, flanks
and rump – flitted daintily through the scrub. It was time to hit the trail.
As we left the visitor facilities behind us the immediate landscape was composed of flattish
meadows with a scattering of small, scrubby trees; the ground was dissected by ravines gouged
out by water run-off during the heavy storms which sweep the south-west in late summer, and in
some bushes growing in one of these ravines – arroyos, as they are called in Spanish – a pair of
neat little birds were searching for insects. Grey above and white below, the male with a black
cap, they constantly flicked their long, dark tails, reminding me of a Dartford Warbler. This wasn’t
too surprising, as these birds were Black-tailed Gnatcatchers, members of the Old World warbler
family, of which only five members are found in the US. Common names become very confusing
when used internationally, and the American warblers – 54 of them – belong to the family
Parulidae, or wood warblers (nothing to do with our Wood Warbler); similarly, the English House
Sparrow is a member of the weaver bird family, whilst the profusion of American sparrows are
really buntings!

Chipping Sparrow

Texas

John Stewart-Smith

Beyond the meadows came the mixed woodland, growing on steep slopes. The path climbed
through groves of oak, pine and juniper; a goodly carpet of last year’s dead leaves gave an
autumnal touch to the scene, although it was the beginning of May – the new shoots would come
with the summer rains. High in the shady cloisters of a piñon pine a flash of colour proclaimed the
presence of one of the brilliantly-hued South American migrants which fly north to breed; a black
and yellow body with a scarlet head marked this one as a male Western Tanager but, despite his
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gaudy coat, pride of place in the woodland must go to the Acorn Woodpecker, both for plumage
and personality. Making their presence known with raucous calls of ‘wake up, wake up’, these
active and inquisitive birds soon appeared, some moving about the trees in conventional
woodpecker style, others perching on branches. They get their name from their favourite food,
which is stored in holes bored specifically for the purpose, each acorn being tamped in point first.
They also hawk for flies and other winged insects, when their boldly-pied plumage shows to
advantage, especially the white rump and wing-patch – the crown is scarlet and the throat a
delicate saffron yellow, which admirably sets off the clown-like face and inquiring white iris.
It was now nearly 11 o’clock and the sun was winding up to full power: a light breeze and the
increasing altitude tempered the torrid heat to an acceptable level, and we carried on upwards. As
we approached the rim of the Basin, the dominant tree was the Alligator Juniper, so-called
because of the chequered texture of its bark, and we stopped beneath a particularly scaly
specimen to try and locate the source of the nasal ‘yank, yank’ which emanated from the upper
branches. A sudden flash of white pin-pointed a small bird scurrying smartly down the trunk
headfirst – and, with a habit like that, what could it be but a nuthatch? Four members of this family
reside in North America and this one was the White-breasted, the largest and most widely-spread.
A handsome creature, his outfit consisted of grey back and black crown with white cheeks and
underparts, becoming rufous on the flanks and under tail-coverts.

David Court-Smith

Leaving the nuthatch to his arboreal acrobatics we pushed on to the top of the ridge and looked
down on the southern face of the Chisos. The trees were just as profuse as on the Basin side of
the rim, but they were rooted in a much more contorted landscape. In addition to the oaks and
conifers, this southern aspect featured concentrations of the magnificent evergreen tree called
Madrone, a close relative of our Strawberry Tree.
Various passerines were feeding in the canopies and a hollow, owl-like ‘oo-hoo’ betokened the
presence of Band-tailed Pigeons, but the bird for which we were searching was small and skulking
and very rare; wintering in the Mexican part of the Chihuahuan Desert, some pairs move up to the
Chisos to breed, and a survey in 1968 revealed just 92 individuals. Ever mindful of the constraints
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on our movements in this delicately-balanced environment, we peered hopefully into the tangled
scrub and subjected each bird seen to a minute scrutiny. Then, suddenly, spotlit in a shaft of
sunlight, was our first – and only – Colima Warbler. Grey-brown above and dull white below, with
lemon-yellow rump and under tail-coverts and a white eye-ring, this species was first discovered
north of the border in 1928 – the population in Big Bend is very small and I think we were
extremely lucky with our sighting.
The morning’s exertions and the ultimate thrill of seeing the warbler had really sharpened our
appetites, and we sat down in a shady dell to consume our all-American sandwiches, to my mind
the best in the world; the Mexican Jays also thought so, as numbers of these typically aggressive
ultramarine and grey noise machines descended upon us, eager to savour the gastronomic
delights from the Big Bend supermarket. A passing rambler stopped to ask the 64-dollar question:
had we seen any? Colimas? Oh yes, just back there. He had come over 2000 miles from
Massachusetts just to see the little yellow-rumped bird – I hope he did.
Lunch was now over, washed down by a can of very warm, very trail-shaken Lone Star beer. We
shook the crumbs out for the jays, stowed the litter in our bags (IF YOU PACK IT IN . . . PACK IT
OUT remonstrated the posters down at Park HQ) and made our way back to the rim. Standing up
there beside the rocky tower of Casa Grande, around which the White-throated Swifts still
swooped and swerved, we looked down into the Basin far below and outwards to the desert; rolling
rockily away into the shimmering somewhere, its dusty face was still scarred from the contortions
of its ancient birth-pangs and littered with the detritus of five million decades. The panorama from
this mountain oasis was so breathtaking that that one seemed to be detached from one’s
surroundings, as if leaning down from Heaven to take a closer look. As I came back to reality I
remembered something I had once read: “From the top of the Chisos you can see the day after
tomorrow”. I hoisted on my rucksack and set off down the trail – it was still today!

Species mentioned in the article (Howard & Moore 1980):

Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)
Scaled Quail (Callipepla squamata)
Band-tailed Pigeon (Columba fasciata)
Greater Roadrunner (Geococcyx californiana)
White-throated Swift (Aeronautes saxatilis)
Black-chinned Hummingbird (Archilochus alexandri)
Lucifer Hummingbird (Calothorax lucifer)
Acorn Woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus)
Cactus Wren (Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus)
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher (Polioptera melanura)
White-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta carolinensis)
Chipping Sparrow (Spizella passerina)
Brewer’s Sparrow (Spizella breweri)
Clay-coloured Sparrow (Spizella pallida)
Black-throated Sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata)
White-crowned Sparrow (Zorotrichia leucophrys)
Western Tanager (Piranga ludoviciana)
Audubon’s Warbler is today considered to be a subspecies of Myrtle Warbler (Dendroica coronata)
Colima Warbler (Vermivora crissalis)
Mexican Jay (Aphelocoma ultramarina)
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Bob Frost
(1938 to 2012)

Bob (second from left) in January 2006
Sadly I have to report the death of a dear friend and long serving RAFOS Member Bob
Frost. I first met Bob in 1980 when on a posting to Royal Air Force Wyton I joined the
Royal Air Force Wyton Ornithological Society. Bob had been one of its founding members
and helped it to become the resounding success that it was for twenty seven years.

Through Bob I joined the RAFOS of which he was an enthusiastic and knowledgeable
member. In 1979 he was a member of the much praised Expedition to Masirah Island in
the Oman, where he made many life-long friends. Their reunion at the RAFOS AGM was
always a very jovial affair. He served on the Committee for eleven years as the Society’s
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Librarian and together with Vic Cozens was jointly awarded the Frank Walker Award for
their work in organizing the 1995 Expedition to the Akamas Peninsular in Cyprus.

Bob had a love for and a deep knowledge of the birds of Cyprus nurtured during a posting
with his family to RAF Akrotiri in the early nineteen seventies. He and Fay made many
visits to the Island, I hesitate to use the words on holiday, as they were about from first
light every day recording the raptor passage over the salt lake as the sun rose.
He was a good friend of Peter Flint co-author of the BOU’s “Flint and Stewart’s Birds of
Cyprus” and contributed data and photographs to both editions. His special interests were
raptors and seabirds, to this end he also visited Israel, staying in a Kibbutz, and to
Kristiansand in Norway. An article about this visit is among the many that he contributed to
the RAFOS Newsletter.

He was a long time member of OSME (Ornithological Society of the Middle East and the
CBC (Cambridgeshire Bird Club). Every May bird watchers would visit the chalk hills to
the south of Cambridge, searching for the migrant Dotterels on their northward journey. A
chance sighting of a bird in the fen south of Chatteris gave Bob the idea that we may be
looking for them in the wrong place. For the next ten years throughout the month of May
he would scour the fenland and keep records of all the “trips” of Dotterel that he recorded.
As the birds were normally only feeding in the fields at dawn and dusk these visits were
carried out methodically before and after work each day. A short paper of his findings
appeared in the Cambridgeshire Bird Report of 1988 entitled “The occurrence of Dotterel
in the old county of Huntingdon and Peterborough”. An enthusiastic and skilful
photographer Bob’s work was extensively used in many publications.

Like many bird watchers Bob became a keen lepidopterist and had a formidable
knowledge of butterflies and moths. Since 2004 most of his energies and field work was
put into recording the spread of the Harlequin Ladybird. Like everything that he did, he did
it properly, and despite his failing health, recorded their presence in tetrads throughout the
County. His efforts and dedication to the task will be sorely missed

I owe him a large debt for the amount of information about all aspects of Natural History
that I learnt from him during our many outings together: to the Bay of Biscay, the Spanish
Pyrenees, the Dungeness Bird Observatory and finally to Morocco. A country that I would
not have visited without his cheerful insistence! The thing that I will miss most of all will be
his sense of fun and his infectious laugh.
John Le Gassick
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HOPE FOR AN ALBATROSS?
John Stewart-Smith

Once you have seen your first albatross you will never forget these magnificent birds. Their size,
amazing grace and skill in the air and their apparently calm acceptance of close encounters with
humans sets them apart from all other birds as far as I am concerned. To sit close to an albatross
that seems to be deep in contemplation of something we cannot grasp is an unforgettable
experience.
The albatross family (Diomedeidae) is divided into four genetic groups:
 The great albatrosses of the genus Diomedea: 6 species.
 The mollymawks of the genus Thalassarche: 10 species.
 The sooty albatrosses of the genus Phoebetria: 2 species.
 The northern albatrosses of the genus Phoebastria: 4 species.
All 22 species of these beautiful birds are under several forms of threat from human activity, with
long-line fishing being a major cause of death. Their numbers are being decimated by “accident”
and literally millions of birds have been slaughtered on their breeding sites by deliberate human
activity. The fishing industry is beginning to modify their techniques, with advice and help from
international conservation bodies, to reduce the numbers of albatrosses being killed by long-lining.
However, many albatrosses are still under severe threat from mankind and from predation by
animals introduced to their breeding sites by man. A particularly gruesome example is the
predation of the small population (c.2000 pr) of Tristan Albatross Diomedea dabbenena on their
only breeding site at Gough Island, a remote spot in the South Atlantic ocean. Gough Island is
2700km from Cape Town and 3200km from the South American coast, at position 40.32S 09.33W.
The breeding albatrosses there are threatened by introduced house mice Mus musculus that have
grown to 3 or 4 times the size of normal mice. Once the chicks have become large enough to be
left unguarded by the parent bird the mice, the largest known of their species, burrow into the nest
material and begin to eat the abdomen and thighs of the living bird. The chicks have no defence
against these attacks, often by several mice at once. A mouse eradication study was conducted in
2007 but the remote terrain and the fact that mouse eradication is more difficult than rat eradication
make the project complicated.
A stark example of human destruction of albatrosses occurred late in the 19th century on a small
volcanic island about 600km south of Tokyo. The island is called Torishima, meaning ‘Bird Island’
in Japanese. It was a breeding site for the Short-tailed Albatross Phoebastria albatrus, known to
the Japanese as ‘ahodori’ or ‘fool bird’. Unfortunately the feathers of the Short-tailed Albatross
were valued by the Japanese as heat insulation in clothing and bedding. This albatross may have
been the most numerous of the family at one time until over five million birds were killed on
Torishima, mainly for their feathers. The last breeding bird there was killed in 1932. The species
remained unseen thereafter and was declared extinct in 1949.
Then something quite remarkable happened. An adult Short-tailed Albatross returned to Torishima
in 1951. Somehow, somewhere a few immature birds had survived annihilation and were returning
to Torishima to breed. The first egg was laid in 1954 and 341 nests were recorded in 2006/7. The
known world population of this albatross now stands at about 500 breeding pairs. With their
lifespan of 45+ years and a 67% breeding success rate they may survive, but Torishima is the
peak of an active volcano, uninhabited since the human population of 150 inhabitants died in an
eruption in 1902. The continued existence of these magnificent albatrosses is uncertain but just a
few are still out there, ranging across the northern Pacific. Two individuals visiting Midway Atoll,
Hawaii recently but they had not yet made contact with each other.
Perhaps there is hope.
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The Art of Robert Gillmor
Anyone interested in birdwatching will almost certainly have enjoyed the beauty of Robert
Gillmor’s illustrations of birds and their environment. His bold colours, accurate
representation and eye-catching design make his linocuts instantly recognisable as ‘a
Robert Gillmor.’ It is interesting to compare his work with the woodcuts in one of the oldest
bird books in my library; Thomas Bewick’s 1797 “History of British Birds.” Bewick is rated
as one of the finest woodcut artists of all time. He even has a swan named after him,
Cygnus columbianus bewickii. Early copies of books illustrated by him now cost a small
fortune. Robert Gillmor’s beautiful illustrations of the 24 stamps he designed for the Royal
Mail can be enjoyed in an attractive book for only £12.50, an absolute snip!

All 24 pictures featured on the new
stamps are reproduced full page size in
this book, but that is only part of the
attraction. The text by Robert Gillmor takes
the reader on a relaxed journey through
the genesis of the idea to produce these
stamps, the techniques involved and the
sources of his inspiration. The book is very
easy to read and one is aware of Robert
Gillmor’s deep interest in birds.

He is currently vice-president of the
Society of Wildlife Artists which he helped
to found in 1964. He has served on the
council of the RSPB, BOU and BTO so his
birding credentials are sound. He lives at
Cley in Norfolk so is always close to one of the best birdwatching areas in Britain.

Whether your interest is in art, birds or stamps or any combination of these, I recommend
this book as an excellent purchase that will surely become a collector’s gem in future
years.
The book is “Birds, Blocks & Stamps” by Robert Gillmor, published by Two Rivers Press, 7
Denmark Road, Reading RG1 5PA. ISBN 978-1-901677-79-9 and should now be available
through your usual book supplier at £12.50. Don’t delay!
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“THE WRITE STUFF”
The Editor, Mathry Hill House,
johnstewartsmith@btinternet.com
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NOTICES.
Need your scope or bins repaired? I have just had my old Optolyth repaired, it had
cracked the rear casing and it was badly in need of a good service. I sent it to
Richard Biggs of ‘ACTIONOPTICS’ in Southampton. It was returned inside 2 weeks
with new casing and in sparkling condition and the whole thing cost just under £100.
You can find Richard’s website at www.actionoptics.co.uk or you can e-mail him at
richard@actionoptics.co.uk. I thoroughly recommend his services. He doesn’t do
cameras, I asked. Dick Yates.

RAFOS Expedition to The Gambia January or February 2014
As regular visitors to The Gambia, Julia and I would be happy to organise and run a birding trip there in
January or February 2014. The duration would be 7, 10, 12 or 14 days, and the cost should not exceed £100
per day plus flights. The actual cost will depend upon the type of accommodation decided upon for the time
spent at the coast, and prices nearer the time, as 2 years away is too far to get firm prices.
The exped will consist of two distinct parts:
Arrival and 6 nights up river bird watching trip with local guide (or guides). (Seven day visitors will leave at
this point).
Birding at coastal sites, plus survey work for the Kartong Bird Observatory.
I would only be using guides in whom I have confidence. Accommodation up river would be in local lodges,
and we would aim to use a vehicle and guide per 4 participants for this part of the trip. (On the coast, I would
suggest reducing this to 1 guide and helper for 8).
For more information see:
http://www.gambiabirding.com/index.html and various other Gambia websites.
Karen Simms suggests the following accommodation for those wishing a high standard: www.farakunkulodges.com. At £60 per person per day or thereabouts full board, there is the possibility of reducing costs by
staying at the Lemon Fish Eco Lodge: http://lemonfish.gm/ which has quoted me £25 per day half board.
Please note, all accommodation is based on 2 people sharing a twin room. I have agreed general survey
objectives with Colin Cross who owns and runs the Kartong Observatory: http://kartongbirdobservatory.org/
I have also negotiated one or 2 nights accommodation at the Joint Officers Mess at Kotu for those not
staying beyond 7 days. This is well situated for walking to nearby birding spots, and is an easy taxi ride to
the airport.
Depending upon the dates chosen for the exped, it will be possible for ringers to link in with a BTO ringing
course in January, if they have the time and money, as the BTO charge £1500 for 10 days, but this includes
flights, accommodation, transport and food. It also includes all equipment used, and will involve cannon
netting instruction. Those interested in the ringing should get in touch with me or Julia soonest for more
details, as the BTO will reserve RAFOS places.
Essentially, I see this as self financing, but would welcome a RAFOS grant towards the £100 per day cost of
a vehicle and driver.
Expressions of interest please to rloggy@yahoo.co.uk or juliaspringett@yahoo.co.uk

Robin Springett.
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Robin’s latest article on Birding in Gambia did not arrive in time to appear in this issue of RAFOS Newsletter.
I hope you will be able to read it in the next issue.
Ed.

THE ‘IN’ TRAY.
John,
Congratulations on your first edition. I read your articles with interest and also found the feel of the
publication, with the new binding, user friendly.
Following your request for material for the new back page I would like to submit the following:
The article on stress hormones (Newsletter 92) struck a chord. As most of you will be aware, the BTO this
Spring fitted satellite tracking devices to five Cuckoos which has produced a wealth of new knowledge
including when and where they go on their migration south. During my visit to the Bird Fair this year I was in
conversation with one of the team on the BTO stand and enquired if there were any plans to extend the
scheme to other bird species. I was thinking particularly about House Martins as little is known of their travels
in Africa. Currently, the equipment, which relays information via a satellite link, is too cumbersome to be fitted
to smaller species although it would be possible to use a tracking device which stores the information but the
bird would have to be recaptured to retrieve the data. It can only be a matter of time before equipment will
have been miniaturized to a level for use on smaller birds. It occurred to me that the knowledge gained in
this way is greater than that obtained by any amount of ringing with its attendant stress on the birds, though I
expect the ringers will beg to differ. We have, no doubt, been ringing Cuckoos for decades and yet in a
matter of weeks our knowledge has been greatly increased by a few trackers. It is to be hoped that in the not
too distant future new technology will benefit both us and the birds.
On a completely different tack, we all know that Cuckoo and Peewit are onomatopoeic. An idle thought: does
Widgeon fall into the same bracket? To those of you who might say, 'Of course it does.' I apologise. My
education was only secondary. But it was modern!
Regards,
Pete Evans
P.S. Was the photograph of the Lightning taken at the RAF Museum Cosford?
Thanks for the kind remarks, Pete. I’ll leave our ringers to comment on your thoughts about possible stress
caused by ringing, but ringing has added a great deal of data to our knowledge of bird longevity, movements
and migration. Perhaps having a tracker stuck on your back is as stressful as having a ring clamped to your
leg, I’ve not tried either.
Yes, many of our bird names are onomatopoeic, not only in English. German ‘uhu’ for owl is another obvious
example. I’m not sure about ‘widgeon’ since my education was fairly ‘primary’ until the RAF sent me to
university to study supersonic (Mach1-Mach5) and hypersonic airflows (Mach5-Mach20), which doesn’t
cover your question. Did you know that the Space Shuttle re-entered the atmosphere at Mach 25, which is
Mach 5 beyond the limit of theoretical hypersonic study in the 1960s? Just thought I’d mention that to show I
wasn’t asleep for all my time at Bristol University.
The picture of the Lightning F1A of No.56 Squadron (aka “Firebirds” Aerobatic Team) was taken in 1961
when I was based at Wattisham. It is going vertically upwards and was another “what happens next?”
moment as we explored the performance of the Lightning and prepared for the Paris Air Show. The
afterburner flame is real but the apparent curvature of the earth in the background is an optical illusion. By
the way the wrong answer to the question, “How would you like to be the first Brit in space?” is “I wouldn’t
mind being the first one to come back.”
Ed.
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Dear Jerry,
On behalf of BirdLife Austria I would like to thank RAFOS for the excellent work conducted in the Seewinkel
during the last 6 weeks. My special thanks go to Mike and Sue for organising the whole trip, coordinating the
fieldwork and fine tuning the methodology. Also my thanks to the participants of the expedition for their
tireless work under often not so friendly weather conditions.
The data collected will contribute towards an overview of the breeding bird fauna of the Seewinkel, which I
hope to finish next year and publish during the winter 2012/13. Of course the contribution of RAFOS will be
fully acknowledged in the publication (and Mike invited as a co-author).
Very best wishes
Michael
Dr. Michael Dvorak
BirdLife Austria
Museumsplatz 1/10/8
1070 Wien
Congratulations Mike and Sue and all the fellow-workers. Read all about it in Mike’s report.
Ed.
Dear John,
I read with interest your comments in the RAFOS Newsletter No 92 Autumn 2011 regarding the correction to
the photograph posted inside the back cover of newsletter No 91 Spring 2011, from a Honey Buzzard to a
Long-legged Buzzard and the invitation to discuss.
The bird is a light morph juvenile Long-legged Buzzard for the following reasons:
· Size: If you look at the birds arm it is much longer, about equal in length to the bird’s hand. All other
buzzard species, except for Rough-legged Buzzard, has a much shorter arm. However, it cannot be a
Rough-legged Buzzard as this species has a wide dark terminal tail band, which is found on all juveniles
and both male and female adults.
· Body: The light colouration of the whole of the under-wing, indicates a light morph bird
· Head/Neck: From below, the head and neck is a plain light beige/cream colour, which contrasts with
the darker flanks and belly which strongly indicates a light morph Long-legged Buzzard.
· Flanks/Belly: The rufous coloured flanks and belly, once again, indicates a light morph Long-legged
Buzzard. If found on other buzzard species, this area is normally a shade of brown.
· Tail: The rather plain, finely barred, light cinnamon coloured tail eliminates all other buzzard species,
except possibly Steppe Buzzard. However, as earlier stated, this species has a shorter arm and different
head and body markings. As the bird was identified initially as a Honey Buzzard, it is worth mentioning
that this species is totally eliminated on the tail pattern alone. An adult male and female has three
distinctive tail bars and a juvenile four.
You made reference, when raising this subject, to the lack of prominent black carpal patches and also the
lack of a black trailing edge to the wing. Both these features indicate that the bird is a juvenile and this is
supported by the very fine barring on the otherwise plain looking tail.
Gerry Bilbao
Thanks Gerry. It’s always good to learn a little each day. Ed.
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Hey Dad,
What about these?
Johnny.

Whooping Crane family at sunset

Granger Lake, Texas

Johnny Stewart-Smith

My son Johnny took this picture on 29th January 2012 at Granger Lake, near his home in Central
Texas. His wife, Michele, spotted the birds. The world population of these five foot tall birds with a
seven and a half foot wingspan fell to 15 individuals in 1941. There are now some 400 individuals
in the wild in North America. Two mated pairs, each with a single offspring, wintered at Granger
Lake. One adult flew some 220 miles to the Aransas Refuge on the coast of Texas early in the
winter 2011/12 but later returned to rejoin its family at Granger Lake. (30 deg 42 mins N 97 deg 21
mins W).
Ed.
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Black-tailed Godwit – kissing?

Northern Fulmar

Cley, Norfolk

Fetlar, Shetland
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John Stewart-Smith

John Stewart-Smith

Eurasian Spoonbill

Spotted Redshank

Austria

Austria
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Mike Blair

Sue Fleming

